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The Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy has embarked on a series of 10 seminars to explore the engagement of nonprofit organizations in the policy process and the regulation of their political activities. **Nonprofit Advocacy and the Policy Process: A Seminar Series** examines the current regulation of nonprofit advocacy, proposed reforms, and the impact of regulation on nonprofit contributions to civic and political participation, policymaking, and representative democracy.

This publication, *Structuring the Inquiry into Advocacy*, is the first of four reports on the seminar series. It covers the first three seminars, held during the winter and spring of 2000 at the Urban Institute. The series began in February 2000 and ends in December 2001.

Each seminar addresses a different aspect of nonprofit advocacy and features discussion of commissioned papers. Authors present their draft papers at the seminars, followed by an open, roundtable discussion in which participants offer their insights and experiences. A diverse, bipartisan audience of approximately 40 policymakers, members of the academic and research communities, and nonprofit practitioners from a variety of organizations attends each seminar.

An evolving discussion paper, “Nonprofit Advocacy and the Policy Process,” provides background information for the 10 seminars. It introduces concepts and information related to each of the seminar themes, allowing participants to enter the seminar process at any point in the series with a common frame of reference. The paper is updated periodically to include new insights from the seminars. It will be published in its final form in the last seminar volume, but it is accessible on the Web in its current form at [http://www.urban.org/advocacyresearch](http://www.urban.org/advocacyresearch).

Two scholars from the field of nonprofit law, Professors Evelyn Brody of the Chicago-Kent College of Law and Frances Hill of the University of Miami School of Law, cohost the series. The project is guided by an advisory committee whose members represent a wide variety of disciplines, backgrounds, perspectives, and organizations and is managed by Elizabeth Reid of the Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy at the Urban Institute.

This seminar series begins to explore the complex issues and tap the wealth of expertise that can inform dialogue about nonprofit advocacy. I hope that the papers presented in this series will stimulate discussion long after the seminars conclude. I would like to thank the cohosts, the authors, and the seminar participants for their thoughtful contributions to the discussions and to this publication.

Elizabeth T. Boris  
Director of the Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy
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Executive Summary

Structuring the Inquiry into Advocacy, the Spring/Summer 2000 series, introduced advocacy as a concept, highlighted the experiences of different kinds of advocacy organizations, identified structural gaps in current regulation, and examined how groups adapt political practices in the political system. The series comprised three different seminars.

The first seminar looked at the diverse meanings of the concept of advocacy and the wide variety of activities and organizational practices through the experiences of five nonprofit organizations: the YMCA of the United States, the Concord Coalition, the Advocacy Institute, the American Society of Association Executives, and the AFL-CIO. The second seminar examined the structure of nonprofit political regulation under federal tax and election law and several controversial advocacy practices developed by nonprofit organizations. The emergence of the so-called “new” Section 527 organizations was the focal point of the discussion during this seminar. The third seminar examined the practice of soliciting money and services for campaigns in a pay-to-play system and the evolving relationship between nonprofit organizations and political parties in candidate-centered and money-driven elections.

Four papers, summarized below, were presented during the Spring/Summer 2000 series. This volume contains the complete text of each paper and three separate appendices with summaries of related discussions. Each session brought together persons of diverse experiences and new perspectives around nonprofit advocacy issues. We hope that the themes discussed in this volume will lead toward a multidisciplinary framework for policy analysis and further research.

Summary of Chapters

Understanding the Word “Advocacy”: Context and Use

Elizabeth Reid, of the Urban Institute, explores differences in how the term “advocacy” is used in nonprofit studies, regulation, and practice. The paper introduces the reader to advocacy in a variety of contexts. The term may refer to activities influencing policymaking; specific activities subject to regulation; types of nonprofit organizations active in shaping public information, policy, and programs; and venues for social and political change. Because advocacy can describe such a wide range of activities, the paper urges those engaged in dialogue, law, and research about the nonprofit sector’s role in social and political change to understand the versatility of the term and the variety of meanings it conveys.

Political Parties, Interest Groups, and Congressional Elections

Paul Herrnson, of the department of government and politics at the University of Maryland, addresses changes in political parties in response to changes in the political environment, especially campaign finance. He discusses how nonprofit organizations, including parties and groups, have adapted to and altered the legal framework that regulates contemporary congressional campaign finance. Parties and groups have created new spending mechanisms and organizational entities that enable them to pursue their goals by spending money both within and outside the confines of the law. Herrnson concludes that these changes have transformed certain aspects of the candidate-centered congressional election system, weakened political
representation and accountability, and increased the influence of wealthy indi-
viduals and groups at the expense of others.

Rosemary Fei, of Silk, Adler & Colvin, begins her paper with a review of the history
and context of Section 527 of the Internal Revenue Code, the tax-exempt category
for organizations whose purpose is to influence the election of candidates to public
office. Fei describes tax lawyers’ creative use of these political organizations, begin-
ning with the 1996 elections and continuing through early 2000, that allowed some
donors to evade campaign finance disclosure laws by forming a new type of Section
527 group. After heightened media exposure of these “new” 527 groups’ influence
during the 2000 presidential primaries, in July 2000 Congress enacted legislative
changes imposing reporting requirements on so-called “stealth PACs” of their fund-
ing sources and expenditures, similar to those required by campaign finance laws.
While this paper was written only months prior to the new legislation, it sets the
stage for and foresees the regulations’ passage, even attempting to predict how major
donors and their legal counsel might react to them.

Fred S. McChesney, of Northwestern University Law School, discusses the idea that
political participants pay to play. Using the economic theory of rent seeking,
McChesney discusses first the “pay” and then the “play.” Amounts contributed to
politicians have risen for two decades, although the term “contributions” is a mis-
nomer. He suggests that firms, trade groups, unions, advocacy organizations, and
other contributors are buying something—but what? Conventional wisdom says
special interests are buying favors. Sometimes they are. But a great deal of money is
paid not for favors, but to avoid disfavors. Politicians use various legal mechanisms
to extort money from potential victims of harmful legislation that is proposed but
then withdrawn—for a price. Contributors, McChesney suggests, pay to avoid the
harm politicians can inflict through legislative action.
Advocacy is a word that is up for grabs in public discourse, research, and policy. Journalists, activists, academics, lawyers, government officials, classifiers, nonprofit managers, and others use the word differently in their professions. “Advocacy” describes a wide range of individual and collective expression or action on a cause, idea, or policy. It may also refer to specific activities or organizations. Sometimes a distinction is made between advocacy on behalf of others and grassroots advocacy or civic and political participation. The word is often modified to describe the venue for political action.

Discussion about nonprofit advocacy that reaches across academic disciplines and professions often encounters definitional problems. Does the word “advocacy” clarify or confuse this discourse? Does the word have negative or positive attributes? How does it compare to other words that describe civic and political engagement, words like social action, political action, public voice, social capital, mobilizing, or organizing? Is it a useful word for research and analysis? Do regulatory constraints associated with nonprofit lobbying and political activities create confusion about its meaning and application to nonprofit practices?

To lessen ambiguity in research and regulation about nonprofit advocacy, it is important to define which activities are advocacy activities, what advocacy activities are regulated and why, and which organizations are advocacy groups. Sorting through definitions and use of “advocacy” clarifies discussions about the role and behavior of nonprofits as social and political actors, nonprofit impact on governance and citizen participation, and the scope and rationale of regulation for nonprofit political activities. Some of the more common entanglements in defining and using the term in research and regulation are noted below.

Advocacy Activities and Organizations

Advocacy activities can include public education and influencing public opinion; research for interpreting problems and suggesting preferred solutions; constituent action and public mobilizations; agenda setting and policy design; lobbying; policy implementation, monitoring, and feedback; and election-related activity. However, there is no agreement on which activities constitute advocacy, and no one source gives a full account of the many kinds of activities and strategies groups use to leverage
influence in the policy process. Each research project must define the activities important to the question under study. Further, there must be continual clarification about what kinds of activities are subject to regulation.

Although data on organizations are available through a variety of sources, it is difficult to use them for the study of nonprofit advocacy. When researchers operationalize advocacy as a broad set of activities (Boris and Mosher-Williams 1998), data collection and classification of advocacy activities can be difficult and imprecise. When research focuses on a smaller subset of activities, such as lobbying or litigation (Salamon 1995), the empirical profiles often provide only a partial picture of the wider phenomena. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data for advocacy analysis are limited to the collection of information on lobbying expenditures. Definitional problems come into full play when data are combined from diverse sources, such as lobbying disclosure data, Federal Election Commission (FEC) data, Encyclopedia of Organizations data, and surveys. Additionally, the significance of any data set can be overstated in paper titles such as “Explaining Nonprofit Advocacy” or “Nonprofit Advocacy Organizations.”

It is also important to clarify which groups are “advocacy” organizations. All nonprofits build organizational capacity and infrastructure to meet their missions, although groups that engage in advocacy are likely to strengthen their organizations in ways most useful to achieving their political goals. Groups engage in advocacy activities to various extents: as the primary focus of their work, as a regular part of their overall activities, and on occasion when an issue spurs them to action. Some groups have specific organizational structures and decisionmaking processes to accommodate their political affairs; others join coalitions or policy networks to increase their capacity to advocate effectively.

There are over 1.5 million nonprofit organizations grouped into classification schemes of many shapes and sizes offering different windows into nonprofit advocacy. The federal tax code separates nonprofits into 21-plus categories of tax-exempt organizations, and permissible political activities vary by category. Using IRS taxonomy of organizations and data helps us understand levels of expenditures for certain kinds of legislative and political activities. It also structures the use of the tax-exempt form for political purposes. For example, social welfare organizations, 501 (c)(4)’s, may engage in unlimited amounts of legislative lobbying and thus serve as an organizational vehicle for citizens who wish to associate for public policy purposes. Other tax-exempt groups, such as trade and professional associations, veterans groups, and labor unions, share the same benefits of association and latitude of political action and are also active political players.

Charitable groups or 501 (c)(3) organizations are limited by the IRC in the amount they can spend on lobbying. Since they are primarily service organizations, other classification systems offer ways to collect information about the services they provide to the public. These classification systems can also show us information about advocacy in relation to program services. The National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) has a common code for advocacy called Alliance/Advocacy Organizations. The Program Services Classification system incorporates coding to indicate advocacy as one of the services groups perform as part of their mission. The IRS uses activity codes that include advocacy as one of the organizational activities that groups...
may self-select to describe their affairs at the time of yearly Form 990 filing. However, it is generally thought that limits on 501 (c)(3) advocacy discourage these nonprofits from using the word “advocacy” to describe their affairs. Thus it is hard to get a full picture from these data and classification schemes about the extent to which groups interface with the process of policy development and policymaking.

Most analysis of the nonprofit sector requires a rigorous look at the links between specific activities and specific organizations. Advocacy activities are embedded in distinct organizational models, setting boundaries around the practice of advocacy and participation in the political process by insiders and outsiders alike (Minkoff 1999). Interest groups, political organizations, mobilizing groups, public interest groups, citizen organizations, multi-issue organizations, social movement organizations, and other descriptions of nonprofit organizations as policy actors fill our democratic vocabulary and adopt different advocacy activities and strategies. Jeffrey Berry points out, “It is not their tax status that distinguishes them from other nonprofits, but rather it’s that they are openly and aggressively political” (Berry 1999).

Other social science research contributes to our understanding of organizations and activities. For example, interest groups have been studied at the national level to determine how patrons shape their advocacy practices (Walker 1991). Social movement organizations mobilize resources from their broader environment; over time, the loose alliances and protests of social movements evolve into more routine advocacy in nonprofit organizations (Zald and McCarthy 1987). Some research asks which groups are effective advocates, what kinds of activities are effective, and at what stages of the policy process groups are most successful (Rees 1998; Berry 1999).

**Representation and Participation**

Nonprofit organizations are intermediaries between citizens and other institutions of government and business. They deepen the ways in which people are represented and participate in democracies. Contrasting advocacy as organizational representation with advocacy as social and political participation can be a useful way to describe how nonprofit organizations relate to the body politic.

Nonprofit advocacy as representation evokes the familiar phrase “on behalf of.” This interpretation draws meaning from the Latin word *advocare*—coming to the aid of someone. A strong tradition of case advocacy exists in the United States. Advocates appeal through court action on behalf of individuals and classes of people whose interests are underrepresented in government. Case advocacy may open the political system to new voices and interests as the courts redefine the rights of individuals and the roles of state and society in addressing social problems.

When advocacy is viewed as representation of interests, values, or preferences, questions may arise about the legitimacy of organizations to represent us. Nonprofits that are regular players in policy and politics may or may not include citizens in their internal organizational affairs or engage citizens in public action. Further, organizational styles of advocacy vary and the nonprofit community can be divided in its approaches to social reform. Social justice advocates prefer their efforts not to be associated with special interest lobbies or inside political operators striking deals with
little public consent or exploiting the political system to serve a narrow interest. Community organizers, who urge citizens to come together and speak out about their concerns, prefer not to be confused with the paternalistic styles of professional do-gooders.

Advocacy, examined as social and political participation, emphasizes how people take action “on their own behalf.” Nonprofit advocacy as participation refers to collective action and social protest as well as the face-to-face contact of people and their political leaders. Language about the practice of advocacy as participation includes grassroots action, civic voice, public action, citizen action, organizing, mobilization, and empowerment. We look to participation indicators to judge the health of our democracy, but whether or not we are currently in a participatory drought depends on the indicator. If voting is a measure, we are about to die of thirst. If volunteering is a measure, we have found an oasis. If campaign donations are a measure, we are in a flash flood.

Nonprofit organizations are central to civic engagement, especially churches, unions, and other groups that link citizens to governance. Social networks that develop norms of trust and reciprocity among citizens—social capital—may shape the conduct of citizens in democratic decisionmaking (Putnam 2000). Advocacy as participation addresses the ways organizations stimulate public action, create opportunities for people to express their concerns in social and political arenas, and build the resources and skills necessary for effective action (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). Professionalized advocacy organizations and political consultants may have replaced earlier traditions of civic engagement and political action (Skocpol and Fiorina 1999).

The distinction between advocacy as organizational representation and as participation has led to the contradictory use of the terms “direct” and “indirect” advocacy in practice and research. In research, indirect advocacy may describe the participatory aspects of nonprofit advocacy, particularly the capacity of groups to stimulate individual citizens to take action on their own behalf. In contrast, direct advocacy may refer to lobbying and other appearances before key decisionmakers by organizational representatives on behalf of others (McCarthy and Castelli 1996). Adding to the confusion, the IRS calls lobbying on specific legislation “direct advocacy,” while community organizers call mobilization “direct action.”

Government-Centered and Society-Centered Advocacy

Government-centered advocacy and society-centered advocacy suggest different venues are available for building the political will to leverage policy change. In the American political system, the organization of interests is often described as an interaction of three sectors—government, society, and business—with competition and cooperation among these sectors when matters of public concern need attention. Global advocacy in the international system refers to advocacy among organizations and their networks in civil society, international institutions, and national governments.

Advocacy is often modified to describe the venue of action, and the resulting terms may be used interchangeably in law, research, and practice to describe either
activities or venues. Policy advocacy most frequently refers to advocacy that influences government policymaking. But Craig Jenkins’s definition of policy advocacy as “any attempt to influence the decisions of an institutional elite on behalf of a collective interest” (Jenkins 1987, p. 297) encompasses decisionmaking in any kind of institution inside and outside of government.

Administrative advocacy, judicial advocacy, and legislative advocacy can help us focus on the uniqueness of decisions and processes in the different branches of government (OMB Watch 2000). Administrative advocacy and program advocacy focus on advocacy during the implementation phase of the policy process, when rules and regulations are promulgated and service delivery systems designed and put in place, sometimes with feedback from citizen groups (Reid 1998). Program advocacy is also used to describe the everyday work of organizations carrying out their charitable missions or providing services, as long as the activities are not outside the realm of protected speech; does not refer to specific legislation; and does not become partisan activity (Hopkins 1993). This interpretation shifts the focus to society.

Society-related advocacy suggests that nonprofits have an important role to play outside government in shaping public opinion, setting priorities for the public agenda, and mobilizing civic voice and action. Society-centered advocacy most often describes advocacy as social action, social change, or social movements. Nonprofits are vehicles for developing common visions and social missions, and advancing common interests and values collectively. They analyze, interpret, and convey information in society and thus create the context for government policy.

State and local advocacy is often distinguished from national advocacy because organizational resources, opportunities, and practices differ. Most grassroots advocacy takes place at the state and local level, yet national organizations are often the focus of research and media exposure. Organizational networks and practices are less formal at the local level. Advocacy may still be contentious or competitive, but the intimacy of the local setting means that activists and government officials may have more access to one another and may share social networks and contacts that mediate conflict. National-level advocacy, by comparison, involves larger, more formal organizations, structures, and practices. The links between national and local organizations may influence whether local voice has an organizational route to national decisionmaking.

Nonprofit advocacy advances the interests or values of a group that stands to benefit from action in the policy process or elsewhere. One measure of advocacy effectiveness is the extent to which a group succeeds in shaping new policy that directly benefits its constituency. Public interest advocacy makes broad public claims in the policy process on behalf of consumers and citizens. Organizations advocating for the disabled, the elderly, or an ethnic group, for example, may be more narrowly defined by their constituencies. Beneficiaries of advocacy, or those who stand to gain from policy change, may be the organizations themselves (through contracts) or groups of citizens (through public programs), or the public (through widely applicable policy). Self-defense advocacy is lobbying on issues necessary to an organization’s survival.

None of these definitions are much help in understanding the wide range of nonprofit behaviors that make groups weak or powerful voices in policymaking. They do, however, help us locate where the advocacy is occurring and think about how
advocacy used in one arena might affect outcomes in another. Although the definitions say little about how groups acquire access or influence decisions in any one arena, they do lead us to think about the processes for decisionmaking in each arena that may affect opportunities for access or make one kind of activity more influential than another.

Lobbying and Advocacy

The IRS identifies the practice of nonprofit advocacy with specific organizational activity conducted by 501(c)(3) groups: direct lobbying (organizational lobbying for or against legislation) and grassroots lobbying (encouraging others to contact legislators to support or oppose legislation). Yet the language of advocacy remains problematic for regulators and practitioners. Independent Sector and the Alliance for Justice, groups that represent the interests of many nonprofits, have been instrumental in training groups to understand that regulated legislative advocacy is generally limited to specific types of lobbying activities and that simplified reporting procedures are now available to charitable organizations that lobby.

In April 1999, the General Accounting Office (GAO) issued a report on lobbying definitions in the Lobby Disclosure Act and the Internal Revenue Code Sections 4911 and 162(e). Their findings indicate that agencies use lobbying language to describe different sets of activities at the national, state, and local levels. These differences were found to affect registration and reporting requirements as well (GAO 1999).

Adding to the confusion, government and private funding agencies send mixed messages to contractors and grantees about the permissibility of engaging in advocacy and about reporting it. For example, IRS guidance indicates that lobbying is permissible because it is limited but not prohibited. Some agencies and foundations discourage the use of “advocacy” to describe organizational mission and activities. Foundations may use restrictive grant language that unnecessarily discourages grant recipients from engaging in advocacy when they are legally permitted to do so under the law.

The FEC uses “express advocacy” to define a bright line for partisanship that triggers reportable expenditures and limits. It requires that communications expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate by using language that instructs the voter to vote for or against a specific candidate. Thus, express advocacy is clearly and narrowly defined as a band of partisan communications regulated under federal election law. Issue advocacy, on the other hand, is an advocacy activity that has been a source of contention in law and practice because it generally falls outside the scope of either the IRS or FEC regulation as public education. Yet it is a powerful tool for groups advocating reform and favoring candidates with positions compatible with their organizational interests.

In conclusion, the term advocacy has multiple meanings depending on the context in which it is used. It broadly describes the influence of groups in shaping social and political outcomes in government and society. In law and regulation, advocacy refers to types of reportable activities, but regulatory agencies may differ on their use of the term. In research, advocacy may describe both the representational and
participatory aspects of groups as intermediaries between citizens and decision-makers, types of organizations and their capacity to advocate, and strategies of action in different venues.

No one definition of advocacy suffices to help us understand how groups influence policymaking or how regulation can best be designed to protect against political abuses yet not inhibit public engagement in the political life of the nation. Yet the term can be used broadly as an umbrella for cross-cutting discussion from different perspectives and expertise to help inform regulation and practice. If discussions about nonprofit advocacy practice and regulation are to bridge discourse across academic disciplines, organizational expertise, and regulatory perspectives, participants will have to be precise about the meaning of advocacy.
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Political Parties, Interest Groups, and Congressional Elections

PAUL S. HERRNSON

Political parties and interest groups have developed dramatically over the course of the twentieth century. Demographic transformations, technological advancements, and political reform have forced them to adapt to changes in the environment in which campaigns are waged and politics more generally are conducted. This paper provides a brief overview of these environmental changes and some of the adjustments that parties and organized groups have made in response to them. It also outlines party and interest group activities in recent congressional elections and discusses the impact that a relatively new form of campaign activity—party and interest group “outside spending”—has on congressional election outcomes.

Changes in the Political Environment

Over the course of the twentieth century, numerous changes have taken place in the environment in which political parties, interest groups, candidates, and individuals who participate in federal elections operate. Declining immigration, increased education, and out-migration from ethnic urban enclaves to the suburbs diminished the bases of political support on which old-fashioned political machines that once dominated election politics depended. Political reforms, including some the parties imposed on themselves, led to participatory primary nominations, banned patronage, and limited the political participation of government employees. These reforms stripped the machines of some of the major instruments they had used to dominate elections. The development of the mass media, the introduction of modern public relations techniques, and the emergence of a core of professional political consultants provided candidates with the ability to form personal organizations they could use to mount their campaigns in lieu of party committees. These changes combined to give rise to a high-tech, cash-driven, candidate-centered federal election system. Candidates are largely self-selected and responsible for the conduct of their own campaigns under this system. Parties and interest groups play supporting roles in it; they do not dominate elections, as parties did during the era of political machines.¹
The Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) of 1974 codified into law certain aspects of the candidate-centered system. It introduced contribution limits for individuals, parties, and interest groups and prohibited corporations, unions, trade associations, and other groups from contributing their treasury funds to federal candidates. The act created a campaign finance system funded solely with money that originated as relatively small contributions from individual donors (often referred to as “hard money”). The system limited the role of any one individual, party, or interest group in financing a federal election campaign. Although portions of the act were declared unconstitutional in Buckley v. Valeo, and it was amended in 1976 and 1979, the regulatory regime it introduced remained largely intact into the mid-1990s. It was not until the 1996 election cycle that parties and interest groups spent substantial amounts of money outside that regime (sometimes called “soft money”) to influence the outcomes of specific federal elections. The FECA, its amendments, and other changes in the regulatory regime introduced through Federal Election Commission advisory opinions and court challenges encouraged donors and recipients of political contributions to work both within and around the law, and to avoid breaking it. However, individuals and groups did not sit idly by and watch the regulatory environment change; the efforts of some of those making or collecting campaign contributions expanded the realm of campaign finance activity that was considered legal.

Objectives and Organizational Development

Political parties in the United States are concerned first and foremost with electing candidates to public office. They seek to maximize the number of elected executive and legislative posts under their control. Enacting public policy is a secondary concern for U.S. parties. When a party does promote major policy change, such as during the New Deal era and the “Republican Revolution” of 1995, elections are usually the driving consideration behind its policy agenda.

Parties strive to achieve their seat maximization goals by recruiting strong candidates, influencing the campaign agenda, providing candidates in competitive elections with money and other forms of campaign assistance, mobilizing resources on these candidates’ behalf, communicating messages designed to win the support of undecided voters, and turning out their supporters on Election Day. Parties have had to make structural adjustments in order to perform these tasks in the contemporary political environment. The parties’ national, congressional, senatorial, and some state campaign committees, for example, have hired highly skilled political consultants and become important centers of campaign expertise.

Party organizations that wish to contribute to federal candidates have had to create segregated accounts in order to carry out different election activities without violating the FECA or state laws governing campaign finance. The parties have used hard money accounts to contribute to federal candidates and make independent expenditures. They have used soft money accounts, consisting of funds raised from sources and in amounts prohibited by the FECA, to contribute to state and local candidates and to finance party-building activities, generic party-focused campaign ads, and voter mobilization drives. Soft money has most recently been used to pay for “issue advocacy ads,” including some ads that are intended to influence the outcomes of spe-
cific federal elections and feature the names or likenesses of individual candidates, but that fall short of explicitly calling for the candidates’ election or defeat.

Interest groups also are concerned with elections, but their primary goals involve enactment of their preferred public policies. Whereas parties view policies primarily as a means for winning electoral support for their candidates, interest groups participate in elections because they want the government to enact specific policies. The differences in the organizations’ goals are reflected in the fact that interest groups are more often involved in lobbying, court cases, and political protests than are parties.6

Interest groups have used elections to advance their goals in a variety of ways. Some groups use ideological or election-oriented strategies that are designed to maximize the number of members of Congress who share their overall policy orientation or positions on key issues. These groups, like parties, focus their efforts on competitive elections. A number of these groups recruit candidates, make campaign contributions, and carry out other campaign activities similar to those conducted by the parties.7

Groups that use access-oriented strategies view elections as the initial step in a larger strategy designed to open the doors of legislators’ offices to a group’s lobbyists. They contribute mainly to incumbents who are in a position to pass legislation that is of importance to the group. Considerations of electoral competition are not among their primary decisionmaking criteria.

Groups such as labor unions that use mixed strategies incorporate elements of the two strategies. They support candidates who share their ideological orientation or issue positions. Within this subset of candidates, they aid those involved in close elections and incumbents who hold influential positions in Congress.

Interest groups, like parties, have had to adapt to the constraints imposed by the political environment. Many have complex interconnected organizational structures that enable them to participate effectively in many aspects of the political process without violating the FECA or the Internal Revenue Code. Some groups form 501(c)(3) organizations to collect tax-deductible contributions to spend on research and educational activities, 501(c)(4) tax-exempt organizations to raise and spend money for a broader range of political activities, and political action committees (PACs) to raise hard money to contribute to candidates for federal office or make independent expenditures to expressly advocate a candidate’s election or defeat. Despite the fact that some of these efforts are financed with soft money and made by organizational entities that are not supposed to engage in partisan politics, they all have the potential to influence a candidate’s election prospects.

The most recent type of interest group organization to appear on the political scene for the purpose of influencing federal elections without adhering to the FECA’s guidelines is the so-called new “527” group. Traditionally, federal candidate campaign committees and other organizations that fell into Section 527 of the tax code operated within the realm of the FECA. Recently, however, some individuals and interest groups, with the support of members of Congress and party committees, have created Section 527 organizations for the purpose of influencing federal elections while operating outside of federal campaign finance law. These groups are allowed to engage in more political activity than 501(c)(4) organizations. Until recently, they
were not required to disclose their fund-raising or spending activities and did not even have to publicly report their own existence, if they did not expressly advocate the election or defeat of individual federal candidates. These new 527 organizations represent a new vehicle for spending soft money.8

**Campaign Activities**

**Agenda Setting**

Contemporary congressional elections are usually fought on local issues, and when congressional candidates discuss national issues they usually emphasize their local implications. Nevertheless, candidates can reap distinct advantages when the public focuses on national issues that are favorably associated with their party.9 Since the early 1980s, Democratic and Republican congressional leaders have distributed issue handbooks, press releases, and “talking points,” and broadcast generic party-focused issue advertisements designed to influence the national campaign agenda and to enable congressional candidates and local party activists to draw connections between local issues and national concerns.10 In 1994, the House Republican leadership succeeded in setting a national agenda focused on the ethical and policy failures of the Clinton administration and the popular 10-point program embodied in their Contract with America.11 This helped the GOP win control of both houses of Congress for the first time in 40 years.

The 1996 and 1998 elections were less nationalized than the elections of 1994. In both of these contests, the Democrats sought to focus public attention on issues that traditionally have worked to the advantage of Democratic candidates, including education, environmental protection, health care, and the social safety net. The Republicans tried to set a political agenda that revolved around a balanced budget, tax cuts, crime and drug prevention, and traditional family values—issues that are favorably associated with the GOP. Despite spending millions of dollars of soft money on these ads, neither party succeeded in dominating the political agenda. Divided government—a Democratic president and a Republican-controlled Congress—made it impossible for either party to receive full credit or place full blame for the performance of the federal government and the state of the nation.

Interest groups have also sought to influence campaign agendas in recent election years. During the 1996 and 1998 elections, unions and business groups, led by the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) and the National Federation of Independent Business, used the airwaves to disseminate issue advocacy ads that focused on issues of concern to workers and small-business owners. The Sierra Club and the League of Conservation Voters sought to focus voters’ attention on environmental issues. U.S. Term Limits and Americans for Limited Terms conducted an extensive issue advocacy campaign for capping the length of service for members of Congress and state legislatures. These and other groups focused most of their agenda-setting efforts on a narrower set of interests and a smaller number of states and congressional districts than did the two major parties.

**The Distribution of Campaign Resources**

Contemporary congressional elections require money and proficiency in the areas of campaigning requiring technical expertise and political research. Most candidates assemble campaign organizations consisting of paid staff and specialized con-
sultants to wage their campaigns. Candidates in competitive contests typically attract money, strategic advice, and campaign services from their parties’ congressional, senatorial, or state committees. In 1998, party committees distributed roughly $33.5 million in contributions and FECA Section 441(a)(d) expenditures (commonly called “coordinated expenditures”) to their candidates. Most of these funds were distributed in accordance with national strategies devised by the parties’ congressional and senatorial campaign committees (sometimes referred to as the Hill committees because they were originally located in congressional office space on Capitol Hill). Each Hill committee creates a list of “opportunity” or competitive elections and seeks to deliver as much money and other resources to those races as possible. In 1998, the parties distributed 80 percent of their House contributions and 90 percent of their Senate contributions to candidates in elections decided by 20 percent or less of the two-party vote.

Parties have developed several creative approaches to deliver hard money to candidates in close elections. Under one arrangement, when a state party is short on cash, the party’s congressional, senatorial, or national campaign committees make an agency agreement allowing the committee to assume the state party’s contribution or coordinated expenditures. Under a second approach, national party organizations increase the amounts of hard money they can contribute to congressional races by exchanging their soft money for hard money raised by state party committees. A third type of transaction consists of a senatorial campaign committee contributing to a House candidate or a congressional campaign committee contributing to a Senate candidate. A final arrangement that is usually brokered by a national party organization features state party committees making contributions to one or more congressional candidates running outside their borders. These and other contribution schemes have enabled national party organizations to focus resources in close races, impose a national campaign finance strategy on congressional elections, and influence some state and local contests.

As a group, PACs spend significantly more money in congressional elections than do parties. In 1998, PACs contributed about $203.6 million to major-party House and Senate contestants. Business-related PACs, including corporate and trade association committees, distributed the vast majority of these funds, followed by labor PACs and nonconnected PACs (which have no sponsoring organization). Business PAC contributions reflected these groups’ access-oriented strategies. Business PACs devoted approximately 85 percent of their House contributions to incumbents, giving roughly half of those funds to House members who held safe seats. They devoted roughly 70 percent of their Senate contributions to incumbents, donating three-quarters of those funds to senators who appeared to be virtually guaranteed reelection. Labor PAC contributions reflected unions’ mixed strategies. Almost all of their money flowed to Democrats in close races or to those who held influential positions in Congress. Finally, most nonconnected PACs, such as the National Right to Life PAC and EMILY’s List, which supports pro-choice Democratic women candidates, pursued ideological or mixed strategies.

The Hill committees, some state party organizations, and some PACs also deliver campaign services to congressional candidates, including assisting with hiring campaign consultants, planning and adjusting their campaign strategies, raising money, researching issues, investigating their opponents’ backgrounds, gauging public opin-
ion, buying mass media ads, and mobilizing voters. Party or PAC staffs furnish some of these services directly. They contract other campaign services from political consultants and redistribute them to candidates. Both approaches enable these organizations to provide candidates with support that is appraised well below market value and to exercise some influence over how candidates wage their campaigns.  

In addition to delivering campaign contributions and election services directly to their candidates, parties act as brokers between candidates and the PACs, individual contributors, political consultants, and powerful incumbents who possess some of the money, political contacts, and campaign expertise candidates need. The Hill committees give candidates fund-raising lists, organize fund-raising events, and circulate fund-raising letters on behalf of competitive contestants. All four Hill committees make meeting rooms and telephones available to facilitate PAC fund-raising, which cannot be conducted legally on the Capitol grounds.

The Hill committees also manipulate the environment in which PACs make their contributions by publishing targeting lists, issuing press releases, meeting with political journalists, and briefing PAC managers. Hill committee staffs organize functions that offer PAC managers, lobbyists, and other individual donors access to congressional leaders in return for large contributions. The Hill committees also call on senior incumbents to host receptions and to help junior members of Congress and competitive nonincumbents solicit contributions from PACs. Candidates who appear on a Hill committee’s opportunity list derive significant fund-raising advantages. However, party communications to PACs and other wealthy donors are controversial because contributors have been known to refuse to make contributions to candidates specifically because their names were omitted from such lists. As a result, these candidates were unable to raise the money needed to wage competitive campaigns.

During the 1998 congressional elections, the Hill committees and the parties’ legislative caucuses played a critical role in redistributing campaign funds from safe incumbents to candidates in closely contested elections. The House Democratic Caucus and the House Republican Conference required incumbents to pay dues to their parties’ congressional campaign committees and encouraged senior members to raise millions of dollars for these organizations. The parties’ conferences in the Senate encouraged similar behavior. These funds were contributed primarily to candidates for marginal seats. The Hill committees also convinced incumbents, congressional retirees, and current and former members of Congress to donate $16.0 million from their campaign accounts and the “leadership” (or “member”) PACs they sponsor to House and Senate candidates. These funds generally were contributed in close contests, but the distribution of funds favored incumbents, reflecting some of the donors’ interest in collecting favors from colleagues.

Some PACs, referred to as “lead PACs,” also use a variety of means to steer the flow of campaign money to their preferred candidates. Like parties, these PACs organize fund-raising events and use other means to influence the information that other PACs and individuals use when making campaign contributions. For example, in 1998, EMILY’s List bundled $6.7 million in individual contributions for pro-choice Democratic women candidates, while directly giving them less than
$224,000. WISH List, the GOP counterpart of EMILY’s List, contributed and bundled substantially less money to pro-choice Republican women candidates.

Party organizations assist candidates with registering voters, delivering them to the polls, and carrying out other grassroots campaign activities. Some of this activity is organized and paid for by the state and local party organizations. However, a significant portion is funded with soft money raised by party committees in Washington and transferred to state party committees. Most of this “coordinated campaign” activity takes place in states and localities that are critical to the success of a party’s presidential, senatorial, or congressional candidates. Expenditures on voter list development, targeting, direct mail, and telephone banks enable party organizations in the nation’s capital to influence locally executed grassroots activities that benefit the entire party ticket. The Democratic national, congressional, and senatorial campaign committees spent a record $40 million on coordinated campaigns in 1996. Their Republican counterparts spent a record $48.3 million that year. Both parties spent substantially less during the 1998 midterm elections: The Democrats managed to spend about $8 million and the Republicans spent almost $26 million.

Many interest groups also spend large sums on voter mobilization. The AFL-CIO typically leads the pack, spending almost $19 million to mobilize labor voters in 1998. The Christian Coalition spent $3.1 million to turn out conservative religious voters that year. Environmental, business, and a host of other groups also invested significant funds in the ground war.

Following the Supreme Court’s 1996 ruling in Colorado Republican Federal Campaign Committee v. Federal Election Commission, the parties were in a position to make independent expenditures for or against federal candidates. PACs had been allowed to make them since the mid-1970s. Because the law requires independent expenditures to be made without the knowledge of a candidate or members of the candidate’s campaign committee, parties and groups go to great lengths to give the appearance of divorcing their independent expenditures from their other operations. The National Republican Senatorial Committee, for example, has assigned some personnel to an independent expenditure group located outside its headquarters buildings. Its Democratic counterpart has not followed suit, but it claims to have established a firewall between party officials who directly assist a particular candidate’s campaign and those involved in making independent expenditures. Because the political community is not very large, it is natural to suspect that some communication about individual campaigns occurs among regular party staff, aides who make independent expenditures, PAC managers, and political consultants who work in campaigns.

During the 1996 and 1998 elections, parties spent unparalleled amounts of soft money outside of the campaign finance system. Some of these funds were spent on party building, grassroots party activities, and party-focused generic advertising, activities that were permitted under the 1979 amendments to the Federal Election Campaign Act. The parties also made unprecedented expenditures on agenda-setting activities and campaign communications intended to influence the election prospects...
of specific candidates. The latter forms of communication, often referred to as issue advocacy ads, bore striking similarities to candidate-sponsored campaign ads, but they were substantially more negative than candidate ads.31

In October 1995, the Democratic National Committee began a $42 million issue advocacy ad campaign to boost President Clinton’s public opinion ratings and to label Republican members of Congress as radical extremists who sought to help the wealthy at the expense of working Americans. They also sought to focus voters’ attention on issues that favored Democratic candidates. The Republicans aired $20 million in issue advocacy ads between late March and their August 1996 convention to boost the campaign of Sen. Robert Dole, their presumptive presidential nominee. Both parties’ Hill committees spent millions of dollars to set the campaign agendas in the most competitive congressional races and to praise their candidates and attack their opponents.32 During the 1998 elections, the Hill committees spent even more on issue advocacy ads. Many of these ads were tailored to suit individual House and Senate elections. Virtually all of them were broadcast in localities with very close races.33

Numerous interest groups also broadcast issue advocacy ads that were designed to advance the prospects of individual candidates in 1996 and 1998. Some of these ads were generic in nature and aired in many congressional races; others were customized and aired in only one race. Most of the ads appeared in districts holding close contests, but roughly one-fourth of the funds spent on them was used to support unsuccessful primary challengers or to attack safe incumbents who disagreed with the groups’ positions.34

Political parties and interest groups compete and cooperate in elections and in politics in general. Parties and groups that consider each other to be allies, such as the Democrats and labor unions and the Republicans and the Christian Coalition, vie with each other over scarce resources when fund-raising and attempting to influence the political agenda. Although parties and allied groups usually support many of the same candidates in the general election, conflict can arise because most groups pursue specific policy goals, while the parties seek to maximize the number of elective offices they hold. Disagreements sometimes arise in primary contests because the parties seek to nominate the candidate they perceive to be the most likely to win the general election, whereas many interest groups back the candidate who will be the strongest advocate for their cause. Conflict usually occurs when interest groups try to nominate ideological extremists in districts that traditionally support moderate candidates. Different goals and perspectives also can cause allied parties and groups to work at cross-purposes when they mobilize resources for candidates they have prioritized differently.

Nevertheless, there are reasons for parties and groups to cooperate. First, party leaders and allied groups share many policy interests and tend to support similar candidates. Second, their staffs are occasionally intertwined. Many political operatives have gone back and forth between working for a party, interest group, or political consulting firm. Some individuals even have a major leadership role in, or work for, a party and an interest group or a political consulting firm simultaneously. House majority whip Tom DeLay (R-Tex.), for example, is the GOP’s third-ranking House member, is a very active member of the National Republican Congressional Com-
mittee (NRCC), and heads the Americans for a Republican Majority (a leadership PAC) and U.S. Family Network (a 527 organization). Some of his top aides also have played important roles in more than one of these operations. Third, party and interest group leaders recognize that their organizations have different assets and liabilities and when they work together the synergy that results can benefit a candidate’s election prospects.

Parties and groups cooperate in many ways. For decades, party organizations have collected contributions from interest groups and PACs, enabling the parties to obtain resources for party-building and election programs and the interest groups to gain access to congressional leaders and other key policymakers. Party leaders also have helped allied groups form PACs and raise money. More recently, parties have contributed funds to interest groups. In 1996, the Republican National Committee contributed $4.6 million in soft money to Americans for Tax Reform. The group used the funds to mobilize voters who oppose tax increases, some of whom were considering abandoning Republican contestants in favor of Reform Party candidates. By contributing soft money to Americans for Tax Reform and other outside groups, both parties were able to help their candidates without violating federal regulations on the amounts of soft money national parties can spend in individual states. The NRCC’s transfer of $500,000 to the nonprofit U.S. Family Network in 2000 is a more recent example of a national party organization contributing to an allied interest group. Recent party financial transfers to interest groups represent a reversal of the traditional flow of money from interest groups to parties. However, both kinds of transfers are important in that they show that when they cooperate, the groups can help each other accomplish their mutual goals.

The Impact of Party and Interest Group Efforts on Election Outcomes

Congressional elections are influenced by many factors. Incumbency, the partisan makeup of the district, campaign spending, campaign strategy, and media coverage are important. Most research shows that House incumbents begin the election season with tremendous advantages over their opponents. Most are recognized by their constituents, have good job approval ratings, and represent districts that favor their party. Moreover, the mere fact of their incumbency indicates that most district voters have supported them in previous elections. Incumbents enjoy tremendous leads in the “expectations game,” reflecting their reelection rate of 90 percent or better. Not surprisingly, there is little most incumbents can do to significantly increase the percentage of the vote they receive. Overall spending, spending on campaign communications, and strategic decisions about targeting and issue selection do not help incumbents increase their vote shares.

House challengers, on the other hand, begin the election season at a tremendous disadvantage in terms of name recognition, political experience, money, voter support, political expectations, and virtually every other predictor of election outcomes. For most challengers, the level of support is so low that it can only go up. Challengers in most House elections can control a number of factors that increase their vote shares. Challengers win substantially more votes than do others if they pick their
opponents carefully (running against first-term incumbents or members implicated in a scandal), spend a great deal on campaign communications, carefully target party members and independents, run on issues that are favorably associated with their party, and cultivate good relations with the local media. Nevertheless, few are able to overcome their opponent’s daunting advantages and go on to win.42

One of the more unusual aspects of the 1998 congressional elections was that parties and interest groups spent large amounts on televised issue advocacy ads and independent expenditures in competitive races.43 These outside campaign communications changed the fundamental dynamics of the House contests in which they were aired. Challengers in districts that featured heavy outside spending on campaign communications experienced both costs and benefits. They benefited from this spending because it directly correlated with an increase in their vote shares. The downside was that outside campaign spending often overwhelmed the candidate’s own campaign communications. Thus, when parties and groups saturated a district with independent expenditures and issue advocacy ads, their communications combined to drown out those disseminated by candidates, taking away from challengers the most potent tool they had in their campaign arsenal: the ability to use their message to win votes. Outside spending by parties and groups had a major impact on the conduct of some campaigns and may have been decisive in determining the outcomes of several competitive House and Senate elections.44

Conclusion

Political parties and interest groups have adapted to the changes in the political environment that took place over the course of the twentieth century, including changes in the rules governing campaign finance. Some of their adaptations involved creating new programs and modifying existing organizations. Others involved creating new organizations that are connected with existing ones. Some of these organizational changes increased the level of cooperation between parties and interest groups; others increased the level of competition between these organizations.

Political parties, interest groups, individual donors, and candidates also have altered the political environment, often through challenging aspects of election law in the courts. The parties’ most recent success in weakening the law, in the Colorado case, promises to allow them to spend more hard money on coordinated expenditures.45 This decision could contribute to a recent trend that has made some congressional campaigns less candidate-centered. Reformers’ first successful effort in 21 years to strengthen the regulation of money in federal elections, enacted in July 2000, requires the new 527 committees to disclose their donors and expenditures. It does not prohibit them from spending soft money, nor does it eliminate their influence on congressional elections. It is too soon to know the ultimate impact of the Colorado case or the laws intended to affect 527 committees. Moreover, these changes have yet to be subjected to full judicial scrutiny. Regardless of the impact of these recent developments, it is clear that political parties and interest groups have adapted to the contemporary political environment and have assumed more prominent roles in congressional elections, and will probably continue to do so in the twenty-first century.
The rise of party and interest group soft money, issue advocacy advertisements, and other forms of outside spending has broad implications for American democracy. When parties and groups broadcast issue ads and independent expenditures, they make it difficult for voters to discern candidates’ campaign platforms, thus reducing voters’ abilities to cast their ballots on the basis of the candidates’ issue positions and to hold elected officials responsible for fulfilling their campaign promises. This weakens representation and accountability in government. Soft money contributions and expenditures also increase the political influence of the individuals and groups that can afford to participate in these transactions at the expense of those who cannot. Recent transformations in the campaign finance system have undoubtedly contributed to the decline in the level of trust that citizens have in their government. It is unlikely that anything short of a major overhaul of current campaign finance law will reverse this situation.
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CAVEAT: This paper was drafted before, and does not reflect, the July 1, 2000, enactment of legislation amending Section 527 and other sections of the Internal Revenue Code, with the effect, among others, of requiring disclosure of contributions to and expenditures by Section 527 organizations similar to that imposed by the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) on political action committees.

Until 1975, no provisions of the Internal Revenue Code addressed the tax status of essentially political entities, and they fell through the statutory cracks, neither clearly taxable nor tax-exempt. In practice, political parties, candidate campaign committees, and political action committees paid no tax on their income from any source, and, as an administrative matter, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) did not require them to file returns. This result arose from the view that the typical sources of income to political organizations were in the nature of gifts not subject to inclusion in gross income of the donee under general federal tax law. In 1974, however, the IRS proposed to tax political organizations on their net investment income, and in 1975, Congress responded by enacting Section 527.

Section 527 exempts political organizations from tax on their income from political contributions, dues, political fund-raising events or sales, and bingo games, provided the income is used to influence the selection of candidates for public office. In other words, to escape taxation, a political organization’s income must pass two tests: one as it comes into the organization, and another as it goes out. Each test turns on the core purpose that forms the basis for a political organization’s exemption: to engage in politics.

Section 527(e)(2) defines politics—the “exempt function” of a political organization—as legally influencing or attempting to influence the selection, nomination, election, or appointment of any individual to any federal, state, or local public office or office in a political organization, or the election of presidential or vice-presidential electors. The regulations abbreviate this as “the selection process.” This concept of exempt function applies regardless of whether the political organization is a political party, a candidate campaign committee, or an affiliated or freestanding political action committee.
On the income side, the definition generally means that if income is derived from traditionally political sources, it is exempt. Political contributions, dues, gifts, or ticket sales made in response to political fund-raising efforts and sales of political campaign materials (but not in the context of a trade or business) all fall within this concept of exempt function income. What does not qualify as exempt function income is revenue earned by the political organization on its investments or through a trade or business. Net income from these sources of more than $100 per year must be reported to the IRS¹¹ and is taxed under Section 527, generally at the highest corporate rate. The income side of the exemption test is relatively straightforward and seems to have generated fewer definitional and interpretive problems than the expenditure side.¹²

Once an incoming dollar meets the exempt function income test by arising from a political source, that dollar must still be “segregated for use only for the exempt function of the political organization” under Section 527(c)(3). This means that that dollar must be kept in a separate bank account, and eventually be spent by the political organization on an exempt function activity or (the statute implies) it will be taxed. And it is in this area—on the expenditure side—where interpretive problems arise more frequently,¹³ and where recent developments in the use of Section 527 political organizations, discussed further below, are occurring.

So what expenditures of a political organization have traditionally not qualified as being for an exempt function? First, public education on issues that is not biased for or against, explicitly or implicitly, any candidate, group of candidates, or political party is presumed not to influence the selection process within the meaning of Section 527.¹⁴ Second, lobbying the legislature (whether directly or through activating grassroots pressure on legislators) or the public on a ballot measure is generally presumed to be directed at changing the law, rather than influencing the candidate selection process.¹⁵ More than an insubstantial level of expenditures for such nonexempt activities in any year will disqualify an organization from exemption under Section 527 entirely,¹⁶ with the result that the organization will be taxable.¹⁷

To this point, this discussion of Section 527 has not distinguished among political parties, candidate campaign committees, and independent or affiliated political action committees, all of which are, for the most part, lumped together under the statute as political organizations. There are, however, some statutorily recognized subcategories. For example, unlike all other political organizations, which are taxed at the highest corporate rate, principal campaign committees of congressional candidates are subject to ordinary graduated corporate income tax rates.¹⁸ Newsletter funds also are subject to special provisions.¹⁹

Finally, a portion of Section 527 is directed at levying a tax, not on political organizations described in Section 527, but on organizations described in Section 501(c), such as labor unions, trade associations, chambers of commerce, or social welfare organizations, which make political expenditures within the meaning of Section 527.²⁰ Generally, the effect of Section 527(f) is to tax the 501(c) organization that engages in politics on the lesser of its political expenditures or its net investment income.²¹ The intent was to equalize the treatment of Section 527 political organizations and 501(c) organizations to the extent that they behave like political organizations, thus discouraging the use of 501(c) to avoid the taxes imposed by Sec-
tion 527. As an alternative to paying the 527(f) tax, the 501(c) organization can form a separate segregated fund (SSF) with as little formality as opening a bank account, and engage in politics strictly through the SSF, which will then be treated for purposes of Section 527 as a separate Section 527 political organization and taxed accordingly, instead of taxing the 501(c) organization. The catch is that, except where the 501(c) organization acts as a conduit for dues or contributions raised from members or donors for political 527 purposes and passes them promptly through to its SSF, any transfers from the 501(c) organization to its SSF will themselves trigger the 527(f) tax.

There is little evidence in the legislative history to show how Congress intended Section 527 to relate to the federal or state election laws applicable to the same political organizations. The statute does explicitly refer to election laws twice: once to define what qualifies as an SSF of a 501(c) organization, incorporating both federal and state election law provisions; and again to define “principal campaign committee,” incorporating the federal election law definition. One commentator has opined that while “[l]ittle thought was given [by Congress] to the relation between Section 527 and the new [Federal Election Campaign Act] . . . there appears to have been at least an implicit assumption that Section 527 organizations would be subject to the FECA.” This assumption can explain the minimalist nature of the requirements for exemption under Section 527, both because more elaboration would be unnecessary, and because—ironically, as it turns out—Congress might have feared that detailed tax law provisions for political organizations would increase the potential for inconsistencies between the tax law and the FECA.

Whatever Congress intended, for a couple of decades after its passage, tax practitioners generally thought of Section 527 as the section of the Internal Revenue Code establishing the tax-exempt status to be assigned to political parties, candidate campaign committees, and political action committees regulated by federal and state election laws, and Section 527’s reach beyond them, if any, remained largely unexamined. Then, in the mid-1990s, nonprofit advocates began to make expanded use of Section 527 political organizations to influence the election of candidates for public office without engaging in express advocacy within the scope of the FECA. At least four factors converged to produce this trend.

First, the groundwork for these changes was laid when the courts drastically narrowed the jurisdiction of the Federal Election Commission (FEC) in *Buckley v. Valeo* and its progeny, starting in the mid-1970s. These judicial interpretations have been incorporated into the FECA and regulations thereunder, resulting in the present-day regime, where only communications with an explicit and unambiguous electoral message—termed “express advocacy”—fall within the FEC’s regulatory authority. It became obvious to tax practitioners (at least those few specialized in this area) that Section 527’s exempt function was left extending beyond the now severely truncated scope of the FECA.

Second, the Christian Coalition, formed in 1989, began aggressively distributing voter guides aimed at affecting the outcome of elections, continuing through the 1996 presidential elections. Despite an application filed in 1990, the IRS had refused to recognize the Christian Coalition’s exemption as a social welfare organization under Section 501(c)(4), apparently taking the position that its activities were primarily political. The IRS’s continued reluctance in the Christian Coalition’s case indicated
to other advocacy groups that Section 501(c)(4) might have serious drawbacks as the vehicle for their election-related activities.\textsuperscript{31}

Third, early in 1996, some 501(c)(4) groups and their cautious donors became concerned that the federal gift tax could apply to donations to 501(c)(4) organizations.\textsuperscript{32} If so, then while gifts of up to $10,000 per year per donor per recipient are excluded from the gift tax,\textsuperscript{33} the much larger amounts needed to purchase television time or newspaper space might constitute taxable gifts. As such, they will first reduce the donor’s remaining estate and gift tax unified credit amount (currently $675,000),\textsuperscript{34} and thereafter trigger a gift tax liability, starting at 37 percent and climbing to 55 percent of the amount of the gift.\textsuperscript{35} In contrast, contributions to Section 527 political entities are exempt by statute from the gift tax,\textsuperscript{36} making them far more attractive and tax-efficient vehicles for wealthy donors desiring to affect elections, so long as the activity could be made to fit within Section 527 without triggering election law contribution limits. As noted above, tax practitioners had already observed that the Supreme Court’s scaling back of the FECA left an area within Section 527 but outside the FECA. The question now focused on just how far Section 527 might reach, even beyond where the FECA began. Two private letter rulings issued by the IRS in 1996 and 1997 established, albeit nonprecedentially, that the gap was considerable.\textsuperscript{37}

In PLR 9652026, the IRS ruled favorably on Section 527 status for an SSF of a 501(c)(4) organization. The 501(c)(4) entity already had one SSF that engaged in reportable express advocacy or other activities within the jurisdiction of the FECA. Its new SSF would (pursuant to the Board resolution that established the entity) avoid any activity prohibited by the FECA or that would require FEC registration or reporting, but would engage in distribution of voting records and voter guides unacceptable for a 501(c)(3) organization.\textsuperscript{38} The ruling’s facts track closely the outline of the voter guides and voting records deemed acceptable for 501(c)(3) organizations in Revenue Rulings 78-248\textsuperscript{39} and 80-282\textsuperscript{40} by negating each of the specific factors the IRS cited as relevant to its decision. To give one example among many, in Revenue Ruling 80-282, which the IRS treated as a close call, the IRS relied on the fact that “[n]o attempt will be made to target the publication [of the voting record] toward particular areas in which elections are occurring nor to time the date of publication to coincide with an election campaign” in determining that the activity did not violate the 501(c)(3) electioneering prohibition. In PLR 9652026, in contrast, the representation was that “[d]istribution [of voting records] will be geared to the timing of the federal election” and “targeted toward congressional districts and states . . . primarily for political reasons.” The IRS states that “any activities constituting prohibited political intervention by a Section 501(c)(3) organization are activities that must be less than the primary activities of a Section 501(c)(4) organization, which are in turn, activities that are exempt functions for a Section 527 organization,” and concludes that, since distributing the voting records and voter guides would be prohibited for a 501(c)(3), their distribution is for an exempt function within the meaning of Section 527.

While it may already have been clear to the IRS, tax lawyers up to this point had not been sure exactly how far Section 527’s exempt function reached in practice. A reasonable operating assumption had been that there were two lines, one delimiting 501(c)(3) nonpartisan activity at one end of the spectrum, and the other delimiting
527 political activity at the other end. The 1996 private letter ruling indicated that Section 527’s reach extended all the way to the nonpartisan standard of Section 501(c)(3), meaning that there is only one line.

With this new perception that only a single line separated a 527 organization’s exempt function from a 501(c)(3) organization’s nonpartisan activity, the space between the two, where tax advisors had believed 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations or other 501(c) non-(3)s could operate, was eliminated. Contrary to much legal advice, it meant that any and every activity engaged in by a 501(c)(4) organization that was too political to be carried on by a 501(c)(3) charity was, in theory, subject to the Section 527(f) tax unless carried on in an SSF.

The next private letter ruling, PLR 9725036, took the development one step further. In a factual context apparently identical to that in the earlier letter ruling, one of the questions presented was whether grassroots legislative lobbying advertisements that describe a legislator’s unsatisfactory or praiseworthy (in the eyes of the 501(c)(4) organization, at least) record on a particular issue, and then encourage the public to contact that legislator and urge him or her to vote on upcoming legislation on that issue in accordance with the organization’s position, qualify as 527 exempt function activities if the legislator is also a candidate in an upcoming election. The IRS acknowledged the factual and educational content of the advertisements, but described them as having a “dual” character, both legislative and electoral. The IRS concluded that, so long as the requisite political motive was present, the added presence of a nonelectoral (i.e., lobbying) motive did not preclude qualification under Section 527. This raises the notion that an activity that could be acceptable for a 501(c)(3) organization if engaged in for purely legislative purposes could also be acceptable for a 527 organization if engaged in for electoral purposes. In the private letter ruling, it appeared that proof of electioneering intent need not be found within the four corners of the advertisement, but could instead be evident from when and where the advertisements were run, with timing and targeting engineered to maximize electoral impact.

In sum, in trying to solve the gift tax problem for major donors to 501(c)(4) organizations, tax lawyers pushed both donors and recipients further along the political spectrum, sometimes reluctantly, into forming Section 527 SSFs. Then, in an effort to make these SSFs as flexible as possible, tax lawyers substantially broadened the reach of Section 527, at least as it was commonly understood. While this approach was not driven by election law, it would, of course, attract the attention of election lawyers and their clients, with what some now see as dire election law consequences, undermining what was left of the scheme of contribution limits and disclosure of funding contemplated by the FECA. Whether tax lawyers intended, or could even have foreseen, these consequences is unclear.

This brings us to the fourth factor behind the increased operation of Section 527 organizations outside the FEC’s jurisdiction in the mid-1990s. Despite the FEC’s poor track record in the face of First Amendment challenges, the FEC and state election commissions continued trying to tighten enforcement of the remaining election laws relating to corporate contributions, contribution limits, and public disclosure. While direct challenges to these laws in court were often successful, court battles were expensive and extremely slow, and some donors and groups looked for ways to
circumnavigate election laws entirely. Tax lawyers’ recent “discovery” of just how much broader was the IRS’s tax law definition of political activities under Section 527 than that set forth by any election commission gave election lawyers just the opening they needed. Advocates found ample room to design programs to influence election outcomes without express advocacy of any candidate’s election or defeat—indepen-
dent of any candidate, party, or registered political action committee—and conduct those programs free of regulation under any election law, using a 527 political orga-
nization. Such political organizations are known informally as “soft PACs” because they do not receive “hard money” contributions that are subject to election law lim-
its and disclosure.

As a result of these developments, since the 1996 elections, the term “issue ad-
vocacy” has taken on new meaning. Using Section 527 soft PACs, organizations have spent millions of dollars on televised messages to voters linking candidates to hot-
button issues. Typically, the advertisement focuses on an incumbent candidate’s record on a particular issue on which legislation is pending, such as family values, the federal budget, or the environment. The advertisement ends with a call to action, sug-
gest that viewers contact the legislator and urge him or her to vote a certain way on that pending legislation. The advertisement, considering its content only, might be an appropriate form of lobbying for a 501(c)(3) organization, but its timing (just be-
fore election day) and targeting (the message is run only in geographic markets where the incumbent is in a close race, where the candidates’ positions on the issue to be ad-
ressed differ significantly, and where polling has shown that likely voters view the issue as important in deciding which candidate to support) indicate its political pur-
pose. The PLR 9725036 ruling classified just this type of grassroots lobbying as a Sec-
tion 527 political activity because it was “intended to have an effect on how the public will judge the positions of the incumbents and their challengers in November.”

A 1999 private letter ruling took the limits of Section 527 yet another step fur-
ther. As noted above, the exempt function of a 527 organization does not encompass legislative lobbying for its own sake. Tax practitioners generally understood this to preclude a ballot measure committee from qualifying under Section 527, since, as dis-
cussed above, a political organization’s nonexempt functions must remain insub-
stantial in every year to maintain 527 status. Yet, particularly in states like California, with an initiative process running wild, donors wanted to be able to influence ballot measure outcomes as well as candidate elections, which in fact were often related in political terms anyway. Furthermore, state election laws frequently make little dis-
tinction between political committees formed to support or oppose a candidate and those formed to support or oppose a ballot measure, even though the IRS views the former as exempt under Section 527, while the latter generally fit under Section 501(c)(4), (5), or (6).

Faced with these circumstances, exempt-organization tax lawyers (who represent individual donors as well as the objects of their generosity) took the next logical step: using the approach in the 1996 and 1997 private letter rulings, but creating a free-
standing 527 political organization instead of an SSF. This converted the 501(c) or-
ganization device revealed in the earlier rulings into a tool anyone, including an individual donor, can use. And, in light of the frequency with which ballot measures are—in the minds of their proponents and opponents, candidates and their political strategists, and the public—linked to candidate electoral outcomes, it made sense to
add to the new organization’s political quiver the ability to work on ballot measures without the insubstantial ceiling, but as much as desired, so long as the candidate electioneering nexus can be credibly articulated and documented. Private letter ruling 199925051 was the result, providing a road map for doing just that.41

The next development in the Section 527 area may arise once again out of a desire by wealthy donors to minimize taxes, but this time it could be the capital gains tax at issue, rather than the gift tax. And the result may push the pendulum back toward 501(c)(4) organizations in some situations.

The exponential growth in the number of wealthy so-called “dot-commers” in Seattle and Silicon Valley—young, increasingly politically and charitably motivated multimillionaires, some of whom want to effect social change now and have the means to do it—has presented their tax lawyers with a new challenge. The problem is that their wealth is often nearly exclusively in the form of appreciated stock, and liquidating that stock produces taxable capital gains. While a large gift to a 501(c)(4) organization risks the gift tax, a gift of appreciated stock to a 527 organization is statutorily treated as if a sale of the stock at its fair market value occurred, followed immediately by a transfer of the stock’s cash value to the political organization, making the donor taxable on the inherent capital gains.42 Gifts to a 501(c)(4) organization do not produce this result; rather, the 501(c)(4) organization takes the stock with a carryover basis from the donor43 and realizes capital gains; but since 501(c)(4) organizations are not taxable on their investment income, the transaction is essentially capital gains tax-free. Suddenly, comparing the risk of gift tax to the certainty of capital gains tax, making the gift to the 501(c)(4) may be more attractive, especially if the donor is among the less tax-risk-averse.

If that hurdle can be surmounted, the next question is what kinds of high-political-impact activities are left that 501(c)(4) organizations can engage in, now that Section 527 may have squeezed them out. After all, if the only things the 501(c)(4) organization can do are activities acceptable for a 501(c)(3) organization, or excess legislative lobbying, why would the somewhat politically motivated donor not give the stock to a 501(c)(3) organization and get the charitable contribution income tax deduction?44 Recall that, if the 501(c)(4) organization either spends the proceeds on electoral activities or gives the proceeds to its SSF, it will trigger the 527(f) tax.

But the 527(f) tax is levied only on the lesser of the 501(c)(4) organization’s net investment income or the amount of the political expenditure. One solution, then, is to operate the 501(c)(4) organization so that it has no net investment income, or at least no taxable net investment income. The 501(c)(4) organization could keep its funds in a tax-exempt money market fund, earning a return, but one not subject to tax under Section 527(f). So long as the donor does not earmark the appreciated stock gift for Section 527 electioneering activity (which could conceivably cause the IRS to collapse the transaction and charge the donor capital gains tax), the 501(c)(4) organization may spend the contribution on Section 527 exempt functions with impunity.

On the other hand, the next big development in Section 527 may come from Congress. Reacting to numerous reports of how the new 527 organizations have been used as a loophole to escape the election laws, campaign finance reformers have proposed or are reported to be considering legislation to close the loophole, generally by
requiring Section 527 organizations to disclose their donors, finances, controlling interests, and political activities.

The problem with this approach is that Section 527 is not really a loophole, in the sense of a hole (intended or not) in the coverage of a law. It is the tax category assigned to entities the nature of whose income is not appropriate to tax under general federal tax law, but whose activities are too political to qualify them under any other section of the Code as tax-exempt organizations. But the alternative to tax-exempt status is being taxable, and there is no limit on how political a taxable entity may be. Unless the tax exemption under Section 527 is highly valuable in terms of exempting from tax substantial income that would otherwise be taxable, a taxable entity could suffice. If, as it appears, the nature of political contribution income is such that it is not includable in gross income in the first place, then the inability to deduct political expenditures as a business expense under Section 162(e) may not be a problem. In other words, if legislative changes cause Section 527 status to cease offering the benefits now available, we may see a flight by political organizations out of Section 527 and into taxable corporations, where virtually all their income would come from political contributions, and so be free of corporate income tax. In fact, if a 527 organization has net investment or trade or business income, it pays tax at the highest corporate rate, while a business pays a graduated corporate income tax. It is therefore possible that Section 527 “exempt” status may actually be a burden, rather than a benefit, in some cases, so that any disincentives to use Section 527 will quickly outweigh its value, making other options more attractive.

A second problem with current legislative attempts to regulate Section 527 organizations is that, as it is now understood, the Section 527 category is simply enormous, not necessarily in the number of organizations involved, but in the range of activities it encompasses. So even if new legislation does not produce the flight from Section 527 discussed above, it will not necessarily produce the ends sought by campaign finance reformers: transparency, leading to less influence for money in politics. Any data reported by the universe of Section 527 organizations will include not only apples and oranges, but vegetables as well. Amounts spent on express advocacy, or attacks on a candidate’s positions or character falling just short of express advocacy, are not usefully lumped together with, or compared to, amounts spent on publicizing responses from all candidates in a race to a questionnaire on a narrow range of issues, or on regular and public distribution of voting records ranking legislators on how their votes on relevant legislation in the last legislative session compared to an organization’s agenda, or on a voter registration drive that uses specific issues to encourage civic participation without any reference to any candidate or party. Nor should campaign finance reformers be equally concerned with all the activities falling within the ambit of Section 527. Some new screen—coarser than the FECA, but finer than Section 527—will need to be developed before campaign finance reform based in tax law can be meaningful or effective.

In the family of tax-exempt organizations, the political organization may be seen as a stepchild of the shotgun wedding of the federal tax law to the federal election law. A recent extraordinary growth spurt has carried that child into unpredictable and irrational adolescence. What kind of adult the tax-exempt political organization will grow into remains unclear. We can only hope it outgrows its teenage awkwardness and becomes a responsible and productive member of tax-exempt society.
NOTES
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1. This paper focuses on evolving issues in applying Section 527 of the Internal Revenue Code for the tax law practitioner, and the following general background discussion of Section 527 is short and simplified. For an excellent and comprehensive discussion and analysis of Section 527 well beyond the scope of this paper, and to which this paper is indebted, see Cerny and Hill (1996).


4. All references to sections herein are to the Internal Revenue Code, unless otherwise indicated.

5. It is not necessary to incorporate a political organization exempt under Section 527. Many are set up as unincorporated associations, and where the political organization is a separate segregated fund of a 501(c) organization (discussed at text accompanying note 21), it may be created with nothing more than a resolution of the 501(c) organization’s board of directors. The 527 fund must have its own bank account and federal employer identification number, but no application to the IRS for recognition of exemption is required.

6. This approach creates the anomaly that one cannot know whether a political organization’s income is “exempt function income” and, thus, exempt from taxes, until it has been spent.

7. Illegal expenditures by a political organization, or expenditures for an illegal activity, are not made for an exempt function. Reg. §1.527-5(a)(2).

8. In 1988, Congress expanded the definition to include expenditures relating to a public office that, if made by the officeholder, would be deductible business expenses of the officeholder under Section 162(a). Section 527(e)(2).

9. All references herein to the regulations are to the U.S. Department of the Treasury Income Tax Regulations unless otherwise indicated.

10. It is perhaps inevitable that the use of the phrase “exempt function” to describe both the activities qualifying a Section 527 political organization for exemption and the activities qualifying a 501(c)(3) charitable organization for exemption will cause confusion, since the two meanings are nearly mutually exclusive.

11. A Section 527 political organization, whether freestanding or affiliated with another organization, reports its taxable income by filing Form 1120-POL, which does not disclose anything about the political organization’s activities, officers, directors, or donors and is not available to the public. If the political organization has less than $100 in taxable net income for the year, no filing is required.

12. For a recent example of interpretational issues on the income side, see PLR 9847006, in which proceeds from the sale of raffle tickets failed to qualify. The outcry this produced led the IRS to release a memorandum clarifying that if the raffle took place at a political event, the proceeds would be exempt function income. 27 Exempt Organization Tax Review 173 (January 2000). See also Rev. Rul. 80-103, 1980-1 Cumulative Bulletin 120, in which proceeds from the sale of art reproductions were deemed not exempt function income.

13. For examples of some technical problems and anomalies in the definition of the Section 527 exempt function on the expenditure side, see Fei 1994.


16. Although no precedential guidance has been forthcoming from the IRS on the question of what is “insubstantial,” an internal auditors’ training article indicated that 5 percent
of total activities being nonexempt is probably acceptable, and the limit could go much higher. Kindell and Reilly 1992, 460.

17. Unless the level of nonexempt activities is so high as to become primary, the organization will not be able to qualify as exempt under any other section of the Internal Revenue Code due to excessive electioneering activity and will therefore be a taxable entity by default.

18. Section 527(b)(1).

19. Section 527(g).

20. Section 527(f).

21. If a 501(c) organization is subject to tax under Section 527(f), it must file Form 1120-POL on that taxable income, which is the same form filed by Section 527 political organizations and described at note 11.

22. Section 527(f)(3).

23. Section 527(f)(3).


27. Hill 1999b, 207.


29. For a more detailed discussion of this evolution, see Hill 1999b, 212.

30. Section 501(c)(4) organizations, like many other Section 501(c) organizations, are permitted to engage in 527 exempt function activities subject to the 527(f) tax discussed above, and only so long as such activities are not the primary activities of the organization. Candidate electioneering is not considered a social welfare activity by the IRS, so an organization primarily engaged in candidate electioneering would not qualify for exemption under Section 501(c)(4) as a social welfare organization. Rev. Rul. 81-95, 1981-1 Cumulative Bulletin 332.

31. The Christian Coalition was eventually denied exemption under Section 501(c)(4) by the IRS (even though it prevailed, for the most part, over the FEC’s claim that it had engaged in electioneering within the purview of the FECA) in a recent court test, FEC v. The Christian Coalition, 25 Exempt Org. Tax Rev. 471 (Sept. 1999). The IRS’s decision has been challenged by the Coalition, is in litigation, and may well go to the Supreme Court. 2000 Tax Notes Today 41–49.

32. Contributions to 501(c)(3) organizations are free of the gift tax under Section 2522, but contributions to other 501(c) entities may be subject to the gift tax under Section 2501(a)(1). The IRS’s view that such gifts are taxable is stated in Rev. Rul. 82-216, 1982-2 Cumulative Bulletin 220. Nevertheless, the IRS’s enforcement of the gift tax in this context appears to be almost nonexistent, and many donors choose not to pay the tax. The author is aware of two major accounting firms that are willing to take a reporting position that a gift to a 501(c)(4) ballot measure committee is not a taxable gift.

33. Section 2503(b)(1).

34. Sections 2505 and 2010.

35. Sections 2502 and 2100.

36. Section 2501(a)(5).

37. For a thoughtful and provocative discussion in greater depth of each of the two rulings, see Hill 1999b, 208–10.

38. Section 501(c)(3) organizations are prohibited from participating or intervening in candidate elections. The scope of this prohibition has been the subject of numerous Revenue Rulings, nonprecedential guidance from the IRS, and extensive discussion in the tax practitioner community, all of which is beyond the scope of this report.


41. This ruling is discussed in greater detail in Hill 1999b, 210–12. Hill expresses concern over the ruling’s reliance on various admittedly vague indicia of political intent as determinative of whether activities that may be neutral on their faces are in fact appropriately housed in a Section 527 political organization. On the other hand, Hill has argued the importance of intent as evidenced by the contemporaneous statements of agents of a 501(c)(3) organization with respect to violation of the 501(c)(3) electioneering prohibition (Hill 1997, 1999a). The substantiation methods discussed in the letter ruling were designed to create exactly the kind of detailed, contemporaneous written record of credible political motivations present in the Gingrich matter, as discussed in Hill 1997.

42. Section 84.

43. Section 1015(a).

44. Of course, gifts to 501(c)(4) organizations still make sense if the donor’s interest is in influencing legislation and no 501(c)(3) organization with adequate lobbying capacity is available. And 501(c)(3) organizations considering such gifts might well be concerned that accepting them will taint their charitable activities with politics, ultimately resulting in fewer gifts from the purely charitably motivated donors who are the bread and butter of most charities.

45. As noted above, the problem with 527 organizations’ lack of disclosure arises from the truncated reach of campaign finance disclosure laws, rather than anything to do with tax law or tax-exempt status.

46. See note 3 and accompanying text.

47. On the other hand, it is not clear to the author what the IRS’s position is on whether a taxable entity whose business is influencing candidate elections would be able to deduct political expenditures in calculating its taxable income under Section 162(e)(5)(A). That topic must await another paper.

48. Alternatively, recent IRS actions, while nonprecedential, and even disavowed by the IRS, may cause reexamination of Section 501(c)(3) as vehicles for some aspects of political movements. See Hill 1999b, note 12, and materials cited therein. And, as discussed briefly above, in some situations Section 501(c)(4) may make a comeback as well.
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The Practical Economics of “Pay to Play” Politics

FRED S. MCCHESEY

Money don’t get everything, it’s true,
But what it don’t get I can’t use.¹
—Barrett Strong

Once upon a time, at least in popular imagination, politics was about public service, rather than personal aggrandizement. Political service was something that individuals did in addition to, rather than instead of, their jobs as butchers, bakers, and candlestick-makers. But as G. K. Chesterton noted, the notion of politics as a substitute for, rather than a complement to, ordinary economic pursuits has changed in the past century.

The mere proposal to set the politician to watch the capitalist has been disturbed by the rather disconcerting discovery that they are both the same man. We are past the point where being a capitalist is the only way of becoming a politician, and we are dangerously near the point where being a politician is much the quickest way of becoming a capitalist.

One way for politicians to become capitalists is to sell access to their political services, a transaction sometimes termed “pay to play,” in other words, money for a chance to transact in the political marketplace.

This chapter discusses some ways in which political office enables its holder to become a capitalist. As will be explained, it is typically assumed that what is being sold in political markets is special favors for special interests. The political game being played, however, is more complex than that suggested in this black-hat/white-hat characterization. That private interests pay politicians—for political access, influence, or favors—is undeniable. But it is less obvious what sort of play private interests are buying when they pay.

The “Pay to Play” Phenomenon

Concerns about “pay to play” begin with the first part, “pay.” The role of money in politics seems to be growing. It is difficult to establish this thesis rigorously, for no one has ever known exactly how much is paid to politicians, either in the past or now.² Even modern campaign disclosure laws do not require reporting of every check.
written to every candidate. Moreover, payments may be both monetary and in-kind. For a political candidate needing a car to tour his district or state at election time, the loan of a car is just as valuable as a check that would go to rent a car from Avis.

Nonetheless, from what can be documented, growth in political contributions seems apparent. The most powerful fund-raising organizations for the past generation have been political action committees (PACs), creatures of the 1970s revolution in campaign finance laws. As figure 4.1 shows, the growth in PACs from the mid-1970s through the mid-1980s was substantial, particularly the growth in the number of corporate PACs. In 1974 (not shown), there were fewer than 1,000 PACs (Sabato 1984). By 1977, the first year shown in figure 4.1, the number had risen to well over 1,000. By 1985, the effects of the 1970s campaign law changes had produced a new, and apparently stable, equilibrium. The total number of PACs in 1985, just short of 4,600, was virtually the same as that in 1997.

However, these figures may be somewhat deceiving. While the 1980s saw equilibrium established in the sheer number of PACs, the amount of money they collect and disburse, plus the amount they hold in reserve for future elections, has grown substantially. This growth, which is shown in table 4.1, can be summarized for the period 1985–86 to 1997–98 as follows.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growth in PAC receipts</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in PAC contributions to candidates</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in cash on hand</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To put the numbers from table 4.1 in perspective, the figures from 1997–98 represent an average contribution to PACs of $939,396 for the 535 House and Senate seats, and PAC disbursements of $411,109 per seat. Ignoring the handful of open seats, incumbents receive some 82 percent of the money disbursed, meaning that incumbents receive on average $338,126 in PAC contributions per two-year election cycle.

Despite the nomenclature, however, it is safe to say that few people believe today (if they ever did) that political contributions are truly donations. Discussing PAC contributions and other soft money payments, Common Cause recently opined, “the soft money system taints everyone in it—the givers, the candidates, and the parties…. [T]hanks to soft money, the public now sees parties largely for what they, sadly, have become: mail drops for special interest money.”

This, then, is the origin of concern over “pay.” If contributions were truly donations made without expectation of reward, presumably concerns about the money being paid to politicians would diminish. But as indicated by Common Cause’s reference to “special interest money” (another popular phrase today), the general sense is that altruism plays little role in campaign contributions.
Although the “pay” phenomenon seems well established, what is meant by “play” is not so clear. What is it, exactly, that contributors are thought to be paying for? What game, that is, are they playing?

For the most part, commentators content themselves with describing payments as made for “access.” To quote Common Cause again, “corporations, unions, and

Table 4.1 PAC Activity, 1985–86 to 1997–98

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985–86</td>
<td>4,596</td>
<td>$353,429,266</td>
<td>8.82%</td>
<td>$139,839,718</td>
<td>13.88%</td>
<td>$69,062,430</td>
<td>28.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987–88</td>
<td>4,832</td>
<td>$384,617,093</td>
<td>–3.26%</td>
<td>$159,243,241</td>
<td>–0.08%</td>
<td>$88,963,751</td>
<td>16.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989–90</td>
<td>4,677</td>
<td>$372,091,977</td>
<td>–3.61%</td>
<td>$188,927,768</td>
<td>18.73%</td>
<td>$103,340,543</td>
<td>–7.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991–92</td>
<td>4,727</td>
<td>$385,530,507</td>
<td>3.61%</td>
<td>$189,631,119</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>$95,155,888</td>
<td>4.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993–94</td>
<td>4,621</td>
<td>$391,760,117</td>
<td>1.62%</td>
<td>$189,631,119</td>
<td>–0.08%</td>
<td>$98,967,582</td>
<td>4.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997–98</td>
<td>4,599</td>
<td>$502,576,840</td>
<td>14.91%</td>
<td>$219,943,566</td>
<td>0.97%</td>
<td>$138,046,331</td>
<td>32.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
wealthy givers know that big money can result in extraordinary access and influence for their interests. Today, in Washington, if you want to be heard, it’s much easier if you have a big soft money check that can help pave the way.”7 It is suggested in this paper that that approach—viewing payments as made for “access”—obscures rather than clarifies the nature of the game being played. For, in fact, two very different games are being played when private interests make payments (“contributions”) to gain access to politicians.

The Orthodox Story: Rent Creation

In referring to private-donor money buying “access and influence for their interests,” Common Cause presents the orthodox version of the game that private interests and politicians are thought to play (Stigler 1971). It is a process known in economics (and, increasingly, in other social sciences and law) as rent creation, “rent” referring to returns available through the political process rather than through private-market exchanges.8

The process is straightforward, but is usefully illustrated by a standard economic diagram of a government-created (or -sustained) monopoly. In figure 4.2, the demand for some good or service—let it be milk—is shown by downward-sloping curve D. As price P (vertical axis) declines, the quantity Q (horizontal axis) of milk demanded increases. The per-unit cost of milk (including a competitive rate of return on investment) is a constant amount. In a competitive marketplace, the price (Pc) would equal cost (C), with Qc milk being sold.

Assume now that government allows producers legally to collude to raise prices (or to limit quantities produced, which is the same thing). Milk producers will choose some higher price (Pm). The difference between this higher price and the competitive price, multiplied by the quantity sold at the higher price (Qm), is rent to milk producers. Area Pc PmBA represents those rents.

Of course, these kinds of rents don’t just happen inadvertently in Washington (or in state capitals or in city halls). Private interests and politicians intentionally make them happen. Knowing that gains are available if politicians can be persuaded, private interests will seek out politicians to create them (Tullock 1967, 1993). Politicians willing to create the milk cartel (or allow it to function unmolested by antitrust law) expect to be compensated for their services. Competition among private interests to be the favored firms or interests (so-called rent seeking) ensures that politicians will in fact be paid.

Legalized price-fixing of the sort illustrated in figure 4.2 has occurred frequently in this country. The Depression-era National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) mandated industry codes, which in turn had producers in a particular industry fix prices.9 More recently, trucking regulation under the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) and airline regulation by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) likewise were just elaborate schemes of legal price-fixing.10 But legal price-fixing is only one way of creating political rents. Midwestern producers of ethanol seeking government-mandated inclusion of their product in gasoline, bar associations seeking state restrictions on entry to practice by new lawyers, farmers looking for crop subsidies or payments not
to grow crops, and city contractors or union locals seeking “set-aside” legislation or closed-shop laws to favor themselves are all engaged in rent seeking. The means may differ, but the ends are the same: increased returns through success in the political, not economic, marketplace.

Rent seeking is the process that concerns those worried about money and access to the political process that money facilitates. Private interests pay to play the rent-seeking game, hoping to come away winners in the competition for political returns. The winners in the process are the notorious special interests; the losers are the little folks, consumers who pay the higher prices because of the politically created rents. The little folks have no PACs, contribute little or nothing to politicians, and so can expect to be excluded from the political game (Olson 1965).

Belief that this is the game being played in Washington (or Albany, or Sacramento) leads to a simple rule of thumb, based on a series of seemingly logical propositions. First, you have to pay to play: Politicians do not provide something for nothing. Second, those contributing to politicians are paying for special treatment, which must come at the expense of those who are not paying (or not paying enough)
to be real players in the game. Third, one can identify those getting special treatment by examining the extent to which they pay to play. Or so it seems.

By this view, the game is akin to a contract. Rent seekers pay politicians for political returns not available in the economic marketplace. Both sides are better off as a result, just as in the standard contract. And, as long as the contract is concluded within existing legal parameters, such as those specified in the federal campaign laws, the contract is perfectly legal.¹¹

But recognizing the political bargain forces realization as well that contract is not the only way that human beings interact. Much human interaction is not mutually sought, nor does it result in mutual advantage. Rather, it results from one party interfering with the rights of another. In their first year of law school, budding lawyers study not just contracts but torts. Some torts (traffic accidents) may be unintentional, but many, including crimes (theft, murder), are intentional. Both types of tort are distinguished, however, by the fact that while one party may be better off, the other is worse off.

In the rent-seeking game that private interests sometimes pay to play, both parties are made better off by the contract that ensues. But the question arises whether something analogous to torts sometimes occurs in political games, just as it does in life outside politics.

Rent Extraction and Pay to Play

Consider figure 4.3, which portrays a different industry (say, beer) from that shown in figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 alters one aspect of figure 4.2. Now the industry supply curve (S₁) is upward sloping, reflecting marginal costs (C₁) that rise with quantities produced, rather than the constant costs portrayed in figure 4.2. As always, the competitive price (Pc) is determined by the intersection of supply and demand (D). Quantity (Qc) will be sold at that price. Producers’ total revenues are 0PcAQc, while total costs are only 0AQc. Producers earn a return over cost of 0APc, because at levels of production below Qc, price exceeds cost of production. These returns, known in economics as quasi-rents, are not the result of political rent seeking.¹² Rather, they arise in competitive markets because of factors affecting costs of production at different levels of output.

Such returns are economically important. They are available to compensate producers’ fixed-cost investments (e.g., plant, equipment, advertising) that by definition would not be compensated if revenues only equaled marginal costs of production. When firms cannot anticipate the revenue stream represented by the quasi-rent rectangle, beneficial fixed-cost investments will not be made.

Suppose, for example, that Congress contemplates imposing an excise tax of $1 on a six-pack of beer. As figure 4.3 shows, the supply curve would shift from S₁ to S₂, the difference at every level of output being the $1 excise tax. Once taxed, beer will sell for price Pₜ, cutting quantity sold to Qₜ. Of particular concern to brewers will be the loss of quasi-rents caused by the higher price and reduced quantity sold. Quasi-rents shrink from 0APc to BCPₜ.
Faced with this threatened loss, producers will realize two things. First, they would be willing to pay up to the amount of the net revenues they will lose not to have the excise tax imposed. Second, the excise, if imposed, will be paid into the federal treasury. But if payments are made to senators and members of Congress not to impose the tax, those payments will go directly into the politicians’ own campaign treasuries—perhaps even into their own pockets. In many instances, both private interests and politicians are made better off if rent-extracting legislation is avoided by side payments from the would-be victims to the politician-victimizers. Either way, rents are extracted from private interests, whose concern is to minimize the extent of extraction.

Because they can gain by submitting legislation and then, for a price, withdrawing it (or allowing it to languish in committee), politicians routinely do so. In fact, among themselves they refer to such legislative proposals by names like “juice bills” (proposals intended to squeeze private interests for money), “milker bills” (proposals intended only to milk private producers for payments not to pursue the rent-extracting legislation), or “cash cows.” For example, by proposing product liability legislation annually, Washington politicians for years “have been feeding off the
contributions from political action committees,” so “product liability legislation will remain in legislative limbo—a cash cow with plenty of milk left.” Money has flowed from PACs on both sides of the issue, trial lawyers, and manufacturers. Ralph Nader observes, “The bill is a PAC annuity for members of Congress. It’s like rubbing the golden lamp.”

*Newsweek* reports that legislation introduced only to menace and then extract rents is known in some locales as a “fetcher” bill, “introduced solely to draw—fetch—lavish treatment from lobbyists.” Reportedly, fetching is practiced often in Illinois. A study of the Illinois legislature noted legislators who “introduce some bills that are deliberately designed to shake down groups which oppose them and which pay to have them withdrawn.” Illinois legislators transplanted to Washington still practice the fetching art:

Rep. Jim Leach quietly introduced a bill a few days ago aimed at reducing speculation in financial futures. Barely 24 hours later, the Iowa Republican learned that Chicago commodity traders were gunning to kill his proposal. Rep. Leach said one Illinois lawmaker told him the bill was shaping up as a first-class “fetcher bill,” a term used in that state’s Legislature to describe a measure likely to “fetch” campaign contributions for its opponents. Sure enough, one of the first to defend the traders was Democratic Rep. Cardiss Collins of Illinois, recipient of $24,500 from futures-industry political action committees. She called on colleagues in the Illinois delegation to beat back the Leach bill and watch out for similar legislation.

Any number of other examples could be cited. President and Mrs. Clinton’s threats in 1993 to impose price controls on the health care industry—proposed but ultimately abandoned—resulted in a flood of private money not to legislate. The *New York Times* reported in late 1993,

> As Congress prepares to debate drastic changes in the nation’s health care system, its members are receiving vast campaign contributions from the medical industry, an amount apparently unprecedented for a non-election year. While it remains unclear who would benefit and who would suffer under whatever health plan is ultimately adopted, it is apparent that the early winners are members of Congress.

The evidence of rent extraction is not just anecdotal. Sophisticated statistical (including econometric) analyses of legislation proposed and then withdrawn find that the process is not a neutral one, even if ultimately no legislation passes. In the process, private wealth is transferred to politicians.

To return to the principal theme here, the rent extraction game being played is hardly one in which private interests pay for special favors in the political marketplace. Rather, they pay to avoid even greater extraction by politicians of wealth earned in the ordinary economic marketplace. The process is akin to extortion, except that it is legal. Not surprisingly, the rent-extraction game is particularly practiced by legislators on the principal tax and business regulatory committees. As one member of the House observed, “The only reason it isn’t considered bribery is that Congress gets to define bribery.”
Paying to play the rent-extraction game is hardly the same as paying for special favors. Confronted by an armed thug demanding “your money or your life,” a man handing over his wallet would hardly be thought to be buying a special favor. Or, to use the example of two Nobel laureates, bribes paid by Jews in Nazi Germany to prolong their lives can hardly be regarded as payment for special favors.22

From the foregoing, pay to play now is seen to involve two different sorts of games: payments for political favors and payments to avoid political disfavors. One cannot infer from the fact that payments are made that those notorious “special interests” are subverting democracy. Rather, private interests often pay politicians just to be left alone, to be allowed to produce goods and services in the way one would want companies to do. Industries like toiletries and cosmetics, which are unregulated and seek no particular political breaks, “pump hundreds of thousands of dollars to federal candidates,” and millions more in states where regulation is threatened.23 Other industries likewise seek just to be left alone.

The nation’s largest banking company [Citicorp] employs eight registered lobbyists in its Washington office. In addition, six law firms represent Citicorp’s interests on Capitol Hill. No one should judge this strike force ineffective by how little banking legislation gets through: The lobbyists spend most of their time blocking and blunting changes that could hurt Citicorp’s extensive credit-card operations, student-loan business or ever-broadening financial-service offerings.24

The fact that private firms and industries organize to pay not to have their wealth extracted points up alternative strategies available in the face of politicians’ actual or anticipated extraction demands. One means of protection from some politicians’ extraction demands is to induce others to pass legislation forbidding payments to avoid extraction. If the law forbids making payments to avoid extraction, goes the logic, then politicians will have no incentive to threaten private wealth in the first place. So, for example, Nelson Rockefeller thanked Congress on behalf of his family (with its important financial and management interests in industries like banking, insurance, and transportation) for laws that restrained the Rockefellers’ ability to make political contributions.25 Banks have sought from the Federal Election Commission regulations making it illegal to lend to politicians.26 Bond dealers have collectively agreed to discontinue the practice of making large contributions to political campaigns.27

Potential victims of politicians’ extraction tactics have an alternative strategy, particularly when, individually, they have relatively little wealth to extract. Imagine a lump-sum tax that would cost each of 275 million Americans $1 each. The amount of money at stake is considerable in politicians’ eyes. If those who would be subject to the tax paid as little as 25 percent of what they would lose ($275 million), the payments to the members of the House and Senate who would consider the tax would amount to almost $130,000 per politician.

But how would a politician collect that $130,000? There is no national organization of American citizens—no citizen PAC—that could collect and pay over to politicians the 25 cents per head needed to buy off the tax. The very act of organiz-
ing and collecting 25 cents per capita would certainly exceed the amount at stake. (Consider the multimillion-dollar cost to the Census Bureau of contacting 275 million Americans and inducing them to respond.) Aside from the basic transaction-cost problem, considerable free-riding predictably would also arise: Let my neighbor pay 50 cents for both of us, since he'll still be better off than paying the $1 tax. If everyone reasons that way, no one pays.

When there are large numbers of persons, each with relatively small amounts at stake from potential political extraction, politicians have no credible way to imperil the collective wealth at stake. The costs of picking up the payments not to take the wealth are too high. And recognizing this, dispersed interests have an incentive to stay dispersed (i.e., not to organize into PACs or any other sort of organization). Lack of organization represents a strategy of refusing to negotiate.

That a party susceptible to being forced to bargain over conceding some of his wealth might intentionally put himself in a no-negotiation stance is well understood generally. Schelling (1963, p. 26) discusses the use of communications difficulties as a way to maintain a no-bargaining position that will ultimately lead to concessions from the other side. A person who is incommunicado cannot be deterred from his own commitment to stay out of the game. Analogous tactics have been analyzed in other contexts, where it can also be useful to be unable to organize.28

Lack of organization, in other words, is a way to avoid being made to pay. But it also means not being able to play. If one wants to play—to avoid having wealth and rents extracted—organization is necessary. But organization is undertaken with the realization that politicians’ extraction demands will follow.

The National Rifle Association (NRA) furnishes an excellent example. Long-gun owners are numerous and highly dispersed. Political threats to regulate or ban guns arise annually, at both state and federal levels. Yet, for the most part, when the dust settles, no legislation has been passed.

But in the process, much money has been transferred via the NRA from gun owners to politicians. NRA contributions to politicians are reported regularly, often in large headlines. Without the NRA, these transfers would not be economically feasible. It is cheaper for politicians to negotiate with the NRA (which has already collected the contributions from its members) than it would be for them to deal with millions of gun owners atomistically. In other words, the very existence of the NRA guarantees that politicians will practice more rent extraction than would otherwise be the case.

This is not to say that the NRA is a bad idea. If it did not exist—if politicians did not see rent-extraction possibilities in proposing a gun ban—then guns might well be banned. The point is, rather, that organization has its costs. It may well fend off more draconian political threats. But it also creates a means for politicians to extract wealth more cheaply. And so, politicians are more likely to attempt to do so.

Rent Extraction and the Petty Tyranny of Government

As participants in the practice themselves acknowledge, the rent extraction that goes on routinely in government is just legalized extortion. Euphemisms like “juice bills”
and “fetchers” may be used to cover up what goes on, but extortion by any other name would smell as noxious. The implications of politicians’ rent-extraction strategy are numerous. One, the fact of organizing in order to “pay to play,” has just been discussed. One more point is relevant.

The possibilities for extracting wealth are particularly useful for understanding, or at least reducing to an explanation based on rational human behavior, the never-ending acts and enactments of government seemingly designed more to annoy and harass citizens than to advance any useful purpose. Criminalization of victimless acts is one example. If both buyers and sellers in contracts for things like drugs and prostitution are made better off, why are those contracts outlawed legislatively—not to mention made criminal? Outlawing victimless crime seems especially unjustified when the prohibitions themselves lead to crimes with real victims, of which murder over illicit drugs seems a particularly common example.

Viewed through the lens of rent extraction, criminalizing victimless acts is easily explained as a way for law enforcers to extract the wealth generated by private, welfare-enhancing transactions. Not only does the illegality of drugs increase taxpayer-provided budgets for police departments, but police now are allowed to keep the proceeds of assets forfeited as a result of drug enforcement actions, increasing their discretionary budgets. Not surprisingly, police have responded to their ability to practice extraction legally with greater numbers of drug-related arrests.29

Budget increases do not measure the personal gains available to police from keeping victimless crimes criminal. Police shakedowns of drug dealers and prostitution rings for cash are so common they are not even newsworthy. Almost anything can be made illegal, then used as the basis for rent extraction. The transvestite “Miss All-America Camp Beauty Pageant” and similar drag beauty contests of the 1960s were illegal, but nonetheless renowned in the transvestite community nationally. How did something illegal still become so well known and popular?

The organizer was Jack Doroshow, also known as Sabrina, who held 46 contests a year from 1959 to 1967 through his company, the National Academy, which in its heyday had 100 employees on the payroll. Mainstream America didn’t know it, but the nation had a flourishing drag subculture, and not just in the major cities…. Since local laws often prohibited cross-dressing, Mr. Doroshow would meet with officials and propose a donation to some unspecified charity. In return, the town would pass a variance allowing the contest to take place.30

Closely related to criminalizing victimless acts as a way for politicians to extract wealth is licensing things like gambling, racing, and so forth. The need for a license to do business legally opens the door for a politician to demand a cut of the take. The recent conviction of former governor Edwin Edwards for taking payments in exchange for Mississippi riverboat casino licenses is just the latest example; a generation ago, it was Governor Marvin Mandel and horse racing. But the political practice of making private interests pay just to practice their skills in the economic marketplace has been around for a long time. Adam Smith observed in *The Wealth of Nations*,
In order to erect a corporation, no other authority in ancient times was requisite in many parts of Europe, but that of the town corporate in which it was established. In England, indeed, a charter from the king was likewise necessary. But this prerogative of the crown seems to have been reserved rather for extorting money from the subject. . . . Upon paying a fine to the king, the charter seems generally to have been readily granted.

Conclusion

It is a mistake to view “pay for play” as a single game in which those seeking special favors (political rents) pay politicians for the goodies they want. That game goes on, obviously. But the political terrain in which pay for play prevails is like a city big enough to support two baseball teams. The amount of money involved in the games played in Washington, state capitals, and city halls is big enough to support two political teams. One is playing rent creation, the other is playing rent extraction.

In his book *The Law*, the French politician and philosopher Frederic Bastiat summarized the two games being played: “As long as it is admitted that the law may be diverted from its true purpose—that it may violate property instead of protecting it—then everyone will want to participate in making the law, either to protect himself against plunder or to use it for plunder.” Nobel-prize-winning economist George Stigler made the same point.31 Like love, paying to play is a many-splendored thing.

NOTES

2. Although the expression “pay to play” is now creeping into the political lexicon, the saying’s increasing popularity may create an erroneous impression, suggesting that only recently has money tantalized politicians. Any such belief would, of course, be foolish. Politicians have always been as interested in money as anyone else is—which is to say, a good deal.
3. “The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 . . . fundamentally changed the federal campaign finance laws. . . . [It] provided the basic legislative framework for corporations and labor unions to establish separate segregated funds, popularly referred to as PACs (political action committees).” Federal Election Committee Twenty Year Report, pp. 1–2 (www.fec.gov/pages/ch1.htm). Following Watergate, the act was amended to limit both contributions to candidates and expenditures by candidates. The latter sorts of restrictions were largely invalidated in *Buckley v. Valeo*, 424 U.S. 1 (1976), which also generally upheld the constitutionality of the former forms of restrictions.
4. Figures are reported for two-year election cycles.
5. The 82 percent figure for 1995–96 comes from a Federal Election Commission press release, “PAC Activity Increases in 1995–96 Election Cycle,” April 22, 1997. At least two caveats are in order. First, with six-year Senate terms, not all 535 seats are contested every two years. Second, there is considerable variance in the amounts that PACs pay individual politicians (senators and members of Congress), meaning that averages may not be as relevant as would otherwise be the case.
7. Ibid.
8. Economists’ use of the technical economic term “rent” for politically derived returns is unfortunate. Not only does that definition have nothing to do with the everyday meaning of the term, but economists also use it in different ways, not always consistently (Alchian 1987).

9. For a good summary of the NIRA experience, see Bittlingmayer (1995).

10. The fact that, in all these examples, price-fixing was legal actually is less important than the fact that it was legally required. Cartels are highly unstable and, even if legal, tend to collapse into competition. The NIRA, ICC, and CAB all required producers in the industry to work within the cartel and imposed penalties on those who did not.

11. There are certain differences between contracts for exchange in the political market and those for exchange in economic markets. Economic contracts typically do not have third-party losers, the way consumers (in the example illustrated by figure 4.2) lose from the contract between rent seekers and politicians. And political contracts might better be described as “extralegal” in that, if breached by a politician refusing to provide the promised services, they cannot be enforced or yield a damage award judicially. Thus, parties to political contracts must and do find various mechanisms to ensure performance (McChesney 1997, ch. 5).

12. Again, the economist must apologize for use of infelicitous terminology. See note 8.

13. The rules concerning politicians’ expenditures from campaign funds for seemingly personal reasons are remarkably fluid. Writing in 1994, one source reported, “In the 15 years that the personal-use prohibition has been on the books, the FEC has never punished anyone for violating it, and the broad power over how campaign money is used has remained one of lawmakers’ most prized perks.” See Wartzman 1994. Politicians have successfully justified as campaign rather than personal expenditures such things as country club dues, Kentucky Derby tickets, cars, football tickets, liquor, insurance for art works, trips abroad, tax-sheltered investments, bronze figurines for investment, and golf clubs. Campaign money has been used to defend against lawsuits alleging drunken driving, sexual harassment, and, ironically, financial transgressions. And campaign funds have been used for deceased politicians’ funeral, cremation, and burial expenses. See McChesney (1997, pp. 49–50).


15. Ibid.


18. Jackson and Ingersoll 1987, p. 64.


24. Bacon 1993, p. A18. The article details how most of Citicorp’s lobbying is aimed at getting politicians’ permission to compete in various markets, not at obtaining special favors in markets where it already competes.


27. Fuerbringer 1993.

28. See, for example, Schwartz 1988. “[N]umerous passive shareholders could do better when facing prospective buys than single owners of the same assets would do. An intuitive example of this result exists: Everyone knows that in some negotiations the ability to sit sphinxlike and let the other person make a series of proposals can yield useful information about the other person’s views.”

31. “The state—the machinery and power of the state—is a potential resource or threat to every industry in the society. With its power to prohibit or compel, to take or give money, the state can and does selectively help or hurt a vast number. . . . Regulation may be actively sought by an industry, or it may be thrust upon it” (Stigler 1971, p. 3).
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Advocacy is a broad concept that encompasses many activities ranging from education to lobbying to support for particular candidacies. Seminar 1 looked at the diverse meanings of the concept of advocacy through the experiences of five diverse nonprofit organizations: the YMCA of the United States, the Concord Coalition, the Advocacy Institute, the American Society of Association Executives (ASAE), and the AFL-CIO.

Several of the representatives of those organizations discussed the relationship between lobbying policymakers and organizing members. Several speakers addressed the importance of having a foundation of support in the population and of making policymakers aware of this broad support. One theme was the desirability of entering coalitions with membership organizations if an organization did not itself have members.

Questions of building capacity for advocacy were discussed. Several speakers addressed the concern that grassroots organizations lacked information about the permissible scope for lobbying and, as a result, avoided becoming involved in advocacy activities that are clearly allowed under current law. Several speakers expressed concern that foundation officers did not understand the permissible scope for advocacy and thus included language in grant agreements that unduly and unnecessarily restricted advocacy activities.

Several speakers addressed questions of organizational accountability and representativeness. Often, organizations that have members do not have mechanisms for consulting with them on advocacy positions and strategies. Participants discussed various elements of governance that might make member or supporter input more practical.

Some participants thought that the topic should address power more directly and urged organizations to understand or acknowledge that advocacy was about power. Several speakers called for even greater efforts to bring multidisciplinary perspectives to bear on these questions.
Regulating Nonprofit Advocacy: Rules, Rationales, and Practices

Nonprofit organizations pursue their advocacy activities in an environment regulated by both tax law and election law. Although such regulation occurs at both the state and federal levels, this session focused on federal law. The meaning of either of these statutes and their accompanying regulations is often open to question, and the relationships between these two bodies of law can create unanticipated barriers or opportunities. This is an area of daunting complexity, but anyone interested in practice, policy, research, or theory ignores this area at their peril.

Although this seminar examined several concepts under tax law and election law, it did not claim to provide a comprehensive consideration of all of the relevant issues under either statute or of the issues arising from the intersection of the two statutes. The subsidy theory’s role as a rationale for regulating nonprofit advocacy was questioned on both analytical and normative grounds. The conversation focused primarily on the current discussion over broadening the disclosure requirements relating to lobbying activities. Participants in the roundtable discussion questioned both the need for further disclosure and the effectiveness of disclosure as a method of enhancing accountability of nonprofit organizations.

The emergence of the so-called “new” Section 527 organizations was the focal point of the discussion. Several speakers and participants suggested that the new Section 527 organizations required a fundamental reconsideration of both tax law and election law. The participants generally agreed that the new Section 527 organizations are operating within the technical requirements of current law, but there was a broad discussion about the consequences of their roles. There was agreement that tax law provided for entity-level exemption from taxation and that the new Section 527 organizations were not subject to contribution limitations or the reporting and disclosure requirements of election law. Several participants asserted that the possibility of avoiding any disclosure under either tax law or election law was the primary factor accounting for the emergence of the new Section 527 organizations. Some participants saw no issues arising from the absence of disclosure, while others thought that these new Section 527 organizations should be subject to some form of disclosure. Some speakers and participants expressed concern that the new Section 527 organizations might displace Section 501(c)(4) organizations and perhaps even issue advocacy by Section 501(c)(3) organizations.

The participants of the roundtable took the view that the new Section 527 organizations would play a significant role in the 2000 election, but there was no consensus on that role or its consequences. Future seminars will address these consequences, as more information becomes available.
SEMINAR 3
Politicians, Parties, and Access in the Policy Process

Nonprofit advocacy takes place in contexts defined by other actors. Successful advocacy, particularly legislative and executive agency lobbying, requires access to decisionmakers and decisionmaking processes. How do the structures and processes of government shape nonprofit advocacy strategies? Do effective lobbying activities depend on supporting candidates who share an organization’s policy positions? This seminar explored the concept of rent-seeking by officeholders and asked whether nonprofit organizations can gain the access needed for effective lobbying in a pay-to-play system. It also explored relationships between nonprofit organizations and political parties.

Several themes were echoed in the roundtable discussions. Some politicians hold sway over groups by using the threat or promise of action to induce money and services from organizations, yet many politicians are also earnest in their lawmaking responsibilities. Groups must contend with politicians who make their need for political capital clear, and must make decisions about the level of donations necessary to achieving their policy goals. Discussants considered the tradeoffs and consequences of policy participation in a pay-to-play political system, and most agreed that the lack of information on the source and flow of political dollars makes it difficult to determine the extent to which money shapes political motives and influences policy outcomes.

Several questions framed the discussion on the relationships between nonprofit organizations and political parties: Have political observers too hastily heralded the obsolescence of political parties? Or have parties cleverly adapted to the new candidate-centered and money-driven politics of the current elections? How has the relationship of nonprofit organizations and political parties evolved in the current election environment? How do the new practices affect democratic participation and nonprofit organizations?

Elizabeth Reid, a research associate at the Urban Institute’s Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy, captured this particular session’s broader implications for the nonprofit sector, including the following issues related to citizen involvement in the political process:

- Political organizations—that is, the campaigns, parties, political action committees (PACs), and interest groups organized as exempt organizations—are vehicles for the acquisition, accumulation, and use of resources in elections. The organizations’ election practices and the election laws regulating their activities shape our version of democracy: who takes part, with what resources and intensity, and, presumably, whose interests will be reflected in election outcomes and carried into the policy process.

- History can offer voters hope that popular politics, political parties, and organizations have a future together. In American democracy, social and political movements, pockets of intense activism, and even political outsiders and third parties have made issues public, built and transformed organizations, and stimulated public engagement.
Some citizen-based organizations, including religious groups, unions, grassroots community organizations, and public interest organizations of various stripes, can alter the participation ledger if they link their constituents to political activity, such as voting, communicating with elected officials, and becoming active in party caucuses, primaries, and conventions.

Nonprofits can develop better political communication with their constituents and build bridges with other like-minded groups for policy and electoral consensus, as well as examine their legitimacy with the broader public.
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